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Dear Ms. Kenny:

King County is pleased to be able to continue providing assistance the Washington State
Department of Ecology (DOE) by making our technical review capacity and knowledge of local
stormwater conditions available for the review of the Port of Seattle's Comprehensive
Stormwater Management Plan (SMP) for Master Plan Improvements at SeaTac International
Airport. This effort continues to set an excellent example of how State and local government
can work cooperatively to provide the region with high quality service, especially in these times
of fiscal stress for government services.

As with our previous review of this project, it is important to keep in mind the limitations of the
work that we have performed. First, this review is limited to ascertaining whether the SMP
attained minimum compliance with the 1998 King County Surface Water Design Manual.
Compliance with the technical provisions of the Design Manual does not mitigate all potential
impacts of development and may not provide sufficient information to allow for approval under
other codes and regulations. Compliance with the Design Manual is, however, a good start
towards mitigating the impacts of this large and complex project.

It is also important to remember that this review is limited to those development activities
identified by the Port of Seattle as being Master Plan Update Improvements. While other
projects of varying magnitude are being proposed for this area, only those projects included in
the formal SMP submission were reviewed for this comment letter. No assumption of
concurrence with the technical details or effectiveness of additional projects should be assumed
without our specific written comment.

The SMP demonstrates a sound conceptual strategy for complying with the technical provisions
of the King County Surface Water Design Manual and, for the most part, effectively
demonstrates that the proposal improvements can fully comply with Drainage Manual
requirements.
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We have several general recommendations. Reviewers did find a number of factual errors,
modeling discrepancies, and inconsistencies throughout the report that we recommend
correcting prior to our concurrence. While most of these appear to be minor errors attributable
to the multiple iterations and edits which the document has gone through, several of them have
the potential to affect facility design and plan effectiveness beyond a trivial amount. We
strongly recommend that these problems be remedied prior to final permit approval.

Due to the number of minor corrections needed prior to final approval, we recommend that
needed revisions to the December 2000 plan be completed through replacement pages, rather
than a completely new draft. Enclosure 2 includes a list of the technical review comments,
organized into six groups to help facilitate resolution. The final product should be a final
version of the document that incorporates the necessary corrections and any additional technical
memoranda or addenda in a single document. This final document would allow the public and
permitting agencies to locate all relevant documentation relating to the permitting decision and
mitigation requirements in a single document, greatly easing record keeping and documentation
of compliance.

This is a complex stormwater plan on a very large and active site. There are numerous facilities
to be constructed, in several watersheds, over a period of years, and successful operation of the
stormwater system will require close coordination of design, construction, and operation of the
numerous facilities. We also anticipate that there will be changes to the stormwater mitigations
outlined in the plan over the next few years as the projects reach the final design stage. We
recommend that DOE consider creating a full-time compliance/implementation monitoring
effort to assist the Port of Seattle in successfully implementing the features of this plan. The
County has, in the past, required applicants to fund a full-time inspector for large and complex
sites such as this in order to be able to provide the applicant with timely review and inspection
services. We suggest that the DOE consider a similar action.

Our specific comments are provided as enclosures to this letter. Enclosure 1 provides general
commentary on how well the SMP responds to the specific core requirements of the King
County Surface Water Design Manual, as well as an overview of the review scope and
limitations.

Enclosure 2 provides specific review comments on the SMP and its appendices. There are a
series of general comments, a series of comments on specific basins, and a series of comments
tied to specific pages in the documents. The last few pages in Enclosure 2 provide suggested
ways to group the comments, in the form of a checklist, which we believe will ease resolution
of remaining comments by addressing similar and related issues at the same time.

Enclosure 3 provides an annotated copy of meeting notes that document the facilitated
agreements between the Port and DOE which were reached during an earlier part of the review
process. Our annotations comment on how effectively the SMP documents the implementation
of the actions previously agreed to.
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Thank you for this opportunity to work together on behalf of the region. If you have questions
regarding our detailed comments, please contact David Masters, Central Puget Sound
Watershed Coordinator, at (206) 296-1982, or Kelly Whiting, Drainage Services Section Senior
Engineer, at (206) 296-8327.

Sincerely,

Parn Bissonnette
Director

PB:tv F912

Enclosures

cc: The Honorable Ron Sims, King County Executive
Ray Helwig, Northwest Regional Director, Washington State Department of Ecology
Paul Tanaka, Deputy County Executive
Tim Ceis, Chief of Staff, King County Executive Office
Kurt Triplett, Deputy Directory, Department of Natural Resources
Nancy Hansen, Manager, Water and Land Resources Division (WLRD)
Debbie Arima, Assistant Manager, WLRD
Curt Crawford, Supervising Engineer, Drainage Services Section, WLRD
Kelly Whiting, Senior Engineer, Drainage Services Section, WLRD
Joanna Richey, Manager, Strategic Development Section, WLRD
David Masters, Central Puget Sound Watershed Coordinator, WLRD
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Enclosure #1 - Final Review Comments - December 2000 Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan - Master Plan
Update Improvements - Seattle-Tacoma International Airport - Port of Seattle - Parametnx Inc.

ENCLOSURE 1
OVERVIEW OF REVIEW SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS

The December 2000 Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan (SMP) was reviewed for consistency
with technical provisions of the 1998 King County Surface Water Design Manual (KCSWDM). The
enclosures to this letter detail findings regarding compliance. The review has found that in most areas the
SMP includes stormwater mitigations consistent with the standards set forth in the KCSWDM. In a few
areas issues have been raised which would need to be addressed prior to King County Department of
Natural Resources (KCDNR) being able to issue a statement of concurrence. It is recommended that
KCDNR review staff work directly with technical staff from the Washington State Department of Ecology
(Ecology) and the Port of Seattle (Port) to address these issues, and related issues raised through recent
public comment process, through specific update replacements to the December SMP.

Review is limited to those development activities identified by the SMP as being Master Plan Update
Improvements. Projects not identified under the SMP were not reviewed and therefore no concurrence can

be given. Review comments are limited to compliance with minimum technical standards of the 1998 King
County Surface Water Design Manual (KCSWDM). Compliance with King County's technical standards
may not be sufficient for project approval under other codes and regulations, and does not mitigate all
potential impacts of development. Specifically excluded from the review scope are all procedural
requirements of the KCSWDM. If processed under King County regulations, this project would have
exceeded the threshold for Large Site Drainage Review and would have been subject to procedural
requirements whereby performance standards are tailored specific to the proposed development. Review
was performed per the KCSWDM technical requirements which would have applied under Full Drainage
Review (see excerpts from KCSWDM in text box on page 2).

Review and concurrence with a stormwater management plan is primarily on a conceptual level to
determine if the proposed mitigations appear feasible and could comply with the identified performance
goals. Prior to construction of specific projects, additional review and approval of the final construction
drawings and associated technical information report is usually performed. It is recommended that Ecology
and the Port develop a plan to oversee and monitor compliance with the mitigations outlined in the final
SMP. As the proposed Master Plan Update (MPU) development projects move from the planning stages to
development of construction plans, the proposed stormwater mitigations will also need to be updated to
reflect any changes. Oversight and monitoring are key elements to successful implementation of any
stormwater management plan. One option is to create a "Compliance Team", representing the necessary
disciplines, to work with the Port to achieve compliance with the goals and objectives laid out in this and
other related documents.

It is not known what legal vesting this SMP affords the future development activities identified within.
The SMP includes projects where specific flow control and water quality mitigation approaches and
conceptual plans have been identified, but which are to be refined during final design. The SMP also lists
other development projects which do not have specific mitigations identified (see Table A-3 discussion in
Enclosure 2). Stormwater standards are evolving faster now than ever before. Both Ecology and King
County have major updates to their respective standards scheduled in 2001, in response to Clean Water Act
and Endangered Species Act initiatives. It may be warranted to review the final designs for consistency
with the performance goals of current standards and the SMP with associated permit conditions.
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RELEVANT EXCERPTS FROM 1998 KCSWDM

1.1.2.4 LARGE SITE DRAINAGE REVIEW

Large Site Drainage Review is applied to development proposals that are large and/or
involve resources or problems of special sensitivity or complexity. Because of the large

size and complexities involved, there is usually a greater risk of significant impact or

irreparable damage to sensitive resources. Such proposals often require a more definitive

approach to drainage requirements than that prescribed by the core and special
requirements in Sections 1.2 and 1.3; it may be appropriate to collect additional
information about site resources, use more sophisticated models, and prepare special

studies not specified in this manual. Large Site Drainage Review entails preparation of a

master drainage plan (MDP) or limited scope MDP which is reviewed and approved by
DDES.

1.1.4 DRAINAGE DESIGN BEYOND MINIMUM
COMPLIANCE

This manual presents King County's minimum standards for engineering and design of

drainage facilities. While the County believes these standards are appropriate for a wide

range of development proposals, compliance solely with these requirements does not
relieve the professional engineer submitting designs of his or her responsibility to ensure
drainage facilities are engineered to provide adequate protection for natural resources

and public and private property.

Compliance with the standards in this manual does not necessarily mitigate all probable

and significant environmental impacts to aquatic biota. Fishery resources and other
living components of aquatic systems are affected by a complex set of factors. While
employing a specific flow control standard may prevent stream channel erosion or
instability, other factors affecting fish and other biotic resources (such as increases in
stream flow velocities) are not directly addressed by this manual. Likewise, some

wetlands, including bogs, are adapted to a very constant hydrological regime. Even the

most stringent flow control standard employed by this manual does not prevent increases
in runoff volume which can adversely affect wetland plant communities by increasing

the duration and magnitude of water level fluctuations. Thus, compliance with this
manual should not be construed as mitigating all probable and significant stormwater

impacts to aquatic biota in streams and wetlands, and additional mitigation may be

required.

In addition, the requirements in this manual primarily target the types of impacts
associated with the most typical land development projects occurring in the lowland area:

of the County. Applying these requirements to vastly different types of projects, such as
rock quarries or dairy farms, or in different climatic situations, such as for ski areas, may

result in poorer mitigation of impacts. Therefore, different mitigation may be required.
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Enclosure #1 - Final Review Comments - December 2000 Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan - Master Plan
Update Improvements - Seattle-Tacoma International Airport - Port of Seattle - Parametrix Inc.

OVERVIEW OF CORE AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS

Core Requirement #1 Discharge at Natural Location
The Master Plan Update (MPU) development activities will result in substantial modifications to the
constructed and naturaldrainage systems within the STIA area. Below is a summary of STIA areas per the
landuse tables in Appendices A and B. The differences in basin sizes can mostly be attributed to diversions
of stormwater runoff to the Industrial Waste Treatment System ([WS).

Summary of Drainage Basin Areas (acres)
Calibration PreDev PostDev

Des Moines STIA 1672 1585 1577
Walker STIA 234 234 234
Miller STIA 1247 1212 1184
Total STIA Storm 3153 3031 2995
Des Moines IWS 285 331 375
Walker IWS 0 0 0
Miller IWS 0 86 80
Total STIA 3438 3448 3450
Note:numberstakenfromlandcovertables(exceptSDW2predevfromHSPFinputfile)

Core Requirement #2: Downstream Analysis
Downstream analysis is provided in Appendix P of the document. Identified downstream problems include
channel erosion and potential existing flooding problems in Miller Creek. The associated on-site
mitigations for these problem types include,

Channel erosion - apply Level 2 streambank erosion standard

• The Level 2 standard is the base standard being applied across the project site. Most of the project site
is being retrofitted back to predeveiopment conditions corresponding to 75% forested, 15% grass, and
10% effective impervious. This will serve to reduce the existing rates of erosion, although the benefit
will be diminished further downstream due to other existing development not having been retrofitted to
the same level of protection. Implementation of the Des Moines Creek Basin Plan and development
and implementation of a Miller/Walker Creek Basin Plan will help address stormwater needs across
the entire basins.

Existing flooding problem - match 100-year peak flows

• The SMP.includes the matching of 100-year peak flows as a specific performance goal and was
achieved through the flow control mitigations proposed. Note: those facilities with specific comments
in Enclosure 2 will need to have their flow control performance reassessed once comments have been
addressed.

Core Requirement #3: Flow Control
This review has identified some inconsistencies between proposed mitigations and the associated levels of
protection to downstream properties and natural resources.

Landcover Issues:

• SDW 2 1994 existing landuse produces lower peak flows and durations than that used as predev
conditions for this outfall. For example, the calibration run ( 1994 landuse) had 1.71 acres of effective
impervious, the predev conditions has 3.31 acres of impervious (3.05 acres in last submittal). This is
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due to the realigned subbasin boundaries which are proposed under developed conditions. The landuse
assumptions in this basin do not meet the requirements of the 1998 KCSWDM. This is a repeated
comment.

• SDW2 same issue: Additionally, there is a significant switch in SDW2 from a predominantly outwash
soil type to an almost exclusively till soil type. Because of this, the flow control facilities are targeting
a flow condition which is significantly higher than the stream currently sees.

• SDW2 related issue: The effect of using future subbasins to determine existing instream flows during
summer low-flow periods is expected to have an opposite effect. The higher % impervious and lower
% outwash soils would provide less groundwater recharge and thus would be expected to generate a
lower existing condition summer instream flow (simulated average august-september flow is 0.033
cfs). Therefore, the difference between existing and future low flow conditions would be
underestimated.

• A somewhat generous determination was made during the second review of the flow control
mitigations that the problem with using future subbasin to determine existing release rates and in-
stream flow conditions was primarily limited to the SDW2 (Walker Creek) drainage areas. Strict
compliance with KCSWDM would require that all facilities be designed using existing subbasins for
these determinations. For other subbasins it appears to be a situation whereby moving internal
subbasin lines result in landcovers perhaps being moved from one subbasin to another but that the
overall flow control requirements are being met for each threshold discharge area. This is why the
above comments are limited to the SDW2 subbasin.

• SDN4/4x More impervious is being modeled under pre-project conditions than existed in the 1994
existing condition model. From inspection, it appears that there are no changes between the 1994
subbasin and the 2006 subbasins that would explain the increase in imperviousness used to set target
flow conditions. This potentially could effect the ultimate facility size.

• ASR - First Review: Reviewer unable to concur with the future condition landcover assumption of 0%

effective impervious. As modeled, the pre-project landcover assumptions produce lower flow
durations than future conditions for all but the largest peak flow events.

• SASA - Landcover assumptions of offsite subbasins differ from the calibration model. Additionally,
unsure whether all future projects identified as being served by SASA are accounted for in the model
(e.g., Westin Hotel, Fire Station, etc. as listed in Table A-3).

Subbasins whose Level 2 flow control performance has not been fully demonstrated.

Subbasin Reason

SDW2 See above landcover comments. Infiltration feasibility should be assessed.
SDN2X/4X See above landcover comments for SDN4/4X subbasins.

ASR See above landcover comments. Offsite flow through issue needs to be addressed.

Infiltration feasibility should be assessed.
SASA See above landcover comments. Also, provide conceptual design of proposed facility.
SDN3 Flow duration performance does not meet performance standard at 50% of the pre-project

2-year flowrate.
SDS POC #1 Only one SDS POC flow control performance provided. Unable to determine which POC

the results correspond to. For the one provided, the number of flow cutoffs used on the
flow duration curve at low flows is insufficient to determine compliance. The first cutoff is
at 0.0 cfs and the second cutoff is at 0.75 cfs (greater than 50% 2-year). Several cutoffs
need to be added at and below 50% of the 2-year, in order to verify compliance.

SDS POC #2 Only one SDS POC flow control performance provided. Unable to determine which POC
the results correspond to. For the one provided, the number of flow cutoffs used on the
flow duration curve at low flows is insufficient to determine compliance. The first cutoff is
at 0.0 cfs and the second cutoff is at 0.75 cfs (greater than 50% 2-year). Several cutoffs
need to be added at and below 50% of the 2-year, in order to verify compliance.
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Subbasins where modeled hydraulics do not match conceptual design. Reviewer does not anticipate any
significant design changes resulting from addressing the below comments. To verify performance of the
as-designed facilities the modeling must closely resemble the conceptual design.

SDWIA Vault appears gravity drained and should have stage variable discharge curve.
Vault overflows to Pond or to Infiltration (overtopping may occur if stage-discharge
modified). Is pond discharge to infiltration pump, or gravity? If gravity, staged-discharge
should be variable. If pumped, does POS want to dedicate the lower foot or so of storage to
discharge only to infiltration. The total volume infiltrated to groundwater would likely be
increased significantly by this approach.

SDWIB Discharge from pond to infiltration, stage variable or constant. Appears to be gravity
drained so should be stage variable. The two outlets from the pond should be the discharge
to wetlands and the discharge to flow-splitter. The flow-splitter should be modeled with all
low-flows going to infiltration and high-flows going to stream. The flow control point of
compliance would be the high-flow discharge from flow-splitter. Note:

Core Requirement #4: Conveyance Systems
The SMP has indicated that all existing 'conveyance systems provide at least a 10-year level of capacity.
All new conveyance systems will be designed to at least a 25-year level of capacity and will meet the spill
containment provisions of the KCSWDM.

The project site includes the somewhat unique challenge of conveying flows down from the runway
elevation to the detention and sediment control ponds at the foot of the embankment. The SMP provides in
Appendix W, conceptual designs of special energy dissipation structures that will be used to control the
high velocity flows at those outfalls.

Core Requirement #5: Erosion and Sediment Control
The SMP provides preliminary erosion and sediment control plans for the proposed 3_ runway
embankment. Additionally, the SMP indicates that an erosion control specialist will be responsible for
overseeing the installation and performance of these facilities. This is an important aspect of achieving
effective erosion/sediment controls on projects of this size.

Of primary concern is the close proximity of several of the sediment ponds to the stream channels.
However, this cannot be avoided due to the close proximity of the final embankment to the stream
channels. Any overtopping, bypassing, or failure of these ponds would likely discharge sediment to Miller
Creek due to the short flowpaths from the ponds to the stream. Extreme diligence on erosion control is
warranted to minimize sediment transport from disturbed soils (e.g., the embankment fill) to the final
sediment ponds. This would include, but is not limited to,

• soil stabilization and cover measures on all disturbed soils.

• minimizing the "open" (without cover measures) areas to only those portions of the project site which
are being actively worked.

• further minimizing the areas being actively worked during the wet season (October 1 through April
30), and before forecasted precipitation events.

• Frequent inspections of the erosion and sediment control facilities by the erosion control specialist.
• Daily inspections of the sediment ponds in close proximity to the stream channels during the wet

season, and

• contingency plans developed beforehand to address potential problems which may be encountered with
any of the erosion and sediment control BMPs, with emphasis on the sediment ponds serving as the
last line of defense prior to discharge to stream.

Core Requirement #6: Maintenance and Operation
This KCSWDM Core Requirement is mostly procedural in nature, written specific to implement King
County's policies and codes. This review is limited to compliance with the technical aspects of the
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KCSWDM and specifically excludes procedural requirements specific to King County. Therefore,
Ecology should ensure that adequate provisions and agreements are made to ensure the proper maintenance
and operation of stormwater facilities on this project site.

The following is the reviewers understanding of maintenance and operation responsibilities at the project
site: All facilities on the project site are to be maintained by the Port of Seattle, or their designee. Where
maintained by others, Port of Seattle is ultimately responsible for proper maintenance and operations under
their NPDES permit.

Review comments include the evaluation of feasibility of maintenance for all vaults with a depth to invert
(measured from final surface grade) exceeds 20 feet. Most vaults in the SMP exceed the KCSWDM
maximum depth criteria, however, if the SMP can demonstrate that these facilities can be adequately
accessed and properly maintained, there would be justification for allowing this design criteria to be
exceeded.

Additionally, the above ground vault proposed in the SDN7 subbasin has issues regarding maintenance
access and structural feasibility concerns. An assessment of this, and any other, above ground vaults
should be provided to address structural design and maintenance access feasibility.

Core Requirement #7: Financial Guarantees and Liability
Again, this Core Requirement is specific to procedures required under King County policy and code. The
intent is to ensure that there is adequate funding available to ensure completion of the required mitigations.
It requires that construction be completed, or the posting of bonds and other financial guarantees prior to
final permit approval.

There are substantial costs associated with the proposed mitigations. Many of the facilities are proposed as
underground vaults to avoid the perceived wildlife attractants of open ponds. The largest of the eight flow
control vaults will have 88 acre-feet of storage, nearly 4 acres in area at 25 feet of live storage depth. The
Port has provided a memo indicating the feasibility of the structural design of this facility. A commonly
used estimate of vault construction costs is $5- per cubic-foot. With a total flow control and water quality
new vault volume of 201.8 acre-feet, the total cost in flow control vaults alone is at $44 million. Note:
SMP uses a vault cost of about $12- per cubic foot for assessing infeasibility of some water quality
retrofits. This value would put the total estimated total vault cost at $105.5 million.

Core Requirement #8: Water Quality
With the exception of the ASR site, it has been determined that the water quality facilities have been sized
in accordance with the KCSWDM Basic Water Quality Treatment Menu. Detailed comments can be found
in the following sections. The more significant comments include,

Discharge monitoring data indicates high Cu concentrations and low total suspended solids off of the
existing runway areas. This would tend to indicate most of the Cu is in the more toxic dissolved form. As
current runways are being treated with the same water quality treatment BMPs as proposed for the third
runway, similar results may be expected. Compliance with the KCSWDM basic water quality menu may
not be sufficient to control metals, nor are the BMPs found in the basic menu intended to adequately
control metals. Ecology requested that an evaluation be performed to determine if the storm system could
be retrofitted with enhanced water quality treatment if monitoring results indicate the need. A statement
was added that the SMP projects "would not necessarily preclude" the addition of enhanced treatment
needs to be reviewed by Ecology for adequacy.

Table 7-8 and Page 7-9- Correction made to equation on Page 7-9 for sizing of a wetvault for subbasin
SDNI which had been offby a factor of 3.0.
• The corresponding value in the table needs to be updated.

• The equation on page 7-9 needs a bracket after 3*. The factor of 3 is applied to all landcovers, not just
impervious.
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• The service area of this facility appears to have been reduced. This is a retrofit facility, explanation
needed as to why the existing drainage area to the SDNI vault has been reduced.

The SMP has identified approximately 80 acres of existing pollution generating impervious surfaces that
are not practical to retrofit with water quality treatment at this time. Under the KCSWDM requirements,
areas not being redeveloped are not required to be retrofitted with water quality treatment unless they will
be collected into the same treatment facility proposed for redeveloped areas. Therefore, this is not an issue
for concurrence with the KCSWDM.

The KCSWDM does not set standards for industrial wastewater systems, such as the IWS system.
Compliance with the KCSWDM basic water quality treatment goal of 80% TSS removal has not been
verified, as the removal efficiency of the IWS system is not provided in SMP. Evaluation of the IWS
system capacity using future landcover, storage capacity, and processing rates indicated that the IWS
lagoons are not predicted to overtop to stream. The biggest concern is the sustainability of the assumed
future processing rate. As the IWS outfall is proposed to be redirected to the sanitary sewer which may
include constraints on allowable processing rates, the issue of potential overtopping should be addressed
once future maximum processing rates have been determined. The SMP results do not support the
contention of the IWS feasibility report, that sufficient storage exists to allow the IWS discharge to be
slowed or stopped during storm events. Since specific future storm volumes cannot be reliably predicted,
the IWS operation appears to require near maximum processing rates (3.2 to 4.0 mgd) whenever lagoon #3
is receiving inflows. Any additional areas being rerouted to IWS and not included in the analysis would
also warrant evaluation. Note: The modeled future IWS service area includes 410 acres of impervious and
24.6 acres of grassed pervious area. The ultimate storage volume is modeled as 76.9 million gallons, and
the maximum sustained processing rate is assumed whenever lagoon #3 is storing wastewater.

Special Requirement #1: Adopted Area Specific Requirements
This would include the Des Moines Creek Basin Plan. The SMP mitigations do not rely on construction of
the regional detention facility for mitigating existing or new impervious areas. However, the SMP
indicates that if conditions change (e.g., the regional facility is constructed prior to MPU development), that
the SMP mitigations will be revised. Since this alternative approach was not analyzed by the SMP,
Ecology review and approval of the plans and sizing for final construction may be necessary. The
applicant is an active member of the Des Moines Creek Basin Committee.

Special Requirement #2: Floodplain/Floodway Delineation
A copy of a detailed floodplain analysis on Miller Creek is included in SMP Appendix J. MPU
development has been identified within the floodplain delineation. The 156th/154throadway realignment in
the Vacca farm area, and a relatively small displacement from the 3_ runway embankment near where
Miller Creek turns west towards SR509. Calculations provided demonstrate that the roadway realignment
is fully compensated for in the Vacca farm area. The embankment calculations indicate that an additional
5 cubic yards is displaced by the embankment footing. The indication is that the base floodplain elevation
was determined to not rise due to this amount of displacement, which in turn will not affect the flood
carrying capacity of the stream.

The future condition floodplain analysis appears to assume stream flows in the constructed channel will
flow across the top of the gravel substrate. Under low flow conditions it is possible that the stream flow
will be primarily through the gravel, and there may be no observable surface flow. This condition would
likely change over time, as the substrate evolves through stream processes. This is more of a biological
issue beyond the scope of the KCSWDM.

Special Requirement #3: Flood Protection Facilities
This special requirement is not applicable as none of the streams are restrained by levees or revetments in
the vicinity of the project site.

Special Requirement #4: Source Control AR 031329
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The SMP proposes the use of source control BMPs, many of which are currently being applied to
maintenance and operations of the site. Two new source control BMPs which are proposed for the site
under the SMP. These include retrofitting of existing non-coated metal roofs to prevent leaching of metals,
and the implementation of improved landscape management guidelines to minimize the use of pesticides
and fertilizers to managed landscape areas, including the infield areas surrounding the runways and
taxiways. Both of these source control BMPs are consistent with the requirements of the KCSWDM.

Source control issues identified in the ASR site. The conceptual plans indicate that fuel transfer and
storage will occur at this site. This issue should be addressed by the SMP. Spill containment is of
particular concern due to the highly permeable outwash soils underlying the site.

Special Requirement #5: Oil Control
Several areas within the project site meet the threshold for high-use sites under the KCSWDM criteria.
Most of these areas are being, or are proposed to be, diverted to the IWS which has oil control and spill
containment provisions, as regulated as an industrial wastewater discharge rather than a stormwater
discharge. One additional area was identified under the SMP as meeting the high-use threshold, the
Terminal Drives. The SMP proposes to either install treatment BMPs to this area, or to divert these areas to
the IWS. Both alternatives appear to be feasible.
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ENCLOSURE 2: Specific Review Comments

General Comments - All Basins

I. FillCalibrationParameters

Prior to the 8/00 SMP submittal an agreement was made that the airport fill calibration parameters would
be the same between the different basin models (Project-2006), with the exception of DEEPFR. DEEPFR

would be set specific to the basin, consistent with other PERLNDS. A comparison of the Fill parameters
documented in different parts of Appendix A are summarized in the tables below. Numbers which are
bolded indicate inconsistencies in how "Airport Fill" parameters have been characterized in the different
sources.

Resolution: Fill parameters in Project-2006 should be consistent throughout Appendix A and
across the different basins, with the exception of DEEPFR which should be set same as other
PERLNDS in specific basin. Note: This comment may effect the documented flow control

facility performance in all subbasins that include airport fill.

Data LZSN INFILT LSUR SLSUR KVARY AGWRC INFEXP INFILD DEEPFR
Source

Apndx A 7.5 0.02 300 0.15 0.00 0.900 2.00 n/a 0.10
Attch B

Table A-4 7.5 0.02 300 0.07 rda 0.900 2.00 n/a 0.10

Miller 7.5 0.02 300 0.07 0.00 0.900 2.00 2.00 0.33

Walker 7.5 0.02 300 0.07 0.00 0.996 2.00 2.00 0.00

Des Moines 7.5 0.02 300 0.07 0.00 0.900 2.00 2.00 0.55

10/00 Review 7.5 0.02 300 0.07 0.00 0.900 2.00 2.00 Basin

Work & 6/30 specific
Parametrix
Memo

Data Source BASETP AGWETP CEPSC UZSN NSUR INTFW IRC LZETP

Apndx A 0.00 0.00 015 0.28 0.25 6.00 0.15 0.70
Attch B

Table A-4 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.28 0.25 6.00 0.15 0.60

Miller 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.28 0.25 6.00 0.15 0.60

Walker 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.28 0.25 6.00 0.50 0.25

Des Moines 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.28 0.25 6.00 0.15 0.70
10/00 Review 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.28 0.25 6.00 0.15 0.60
Work & 6/30
Parametrix
Memo

2. Use of 0.000 acres of PERLNDS -

It was pointed out in previous review comments and during the facilitated meetings that some versions of
HSPF read 0.000 as a blank entry and will set the value to the default of 1.00. Therefore, it remains

necessary to remove or "comment out" of all PERLNDS with acreages set to 0.000. An example of how
this can be done is found in the Des Moines Creek calibration file, where unused PERLNDS have ***** in
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the place of the 0.000 acreages. HSPF identifies three *** as a comment line and does not execute that
line. The line could also be deleted.

This existence of this problem with HSPF input files was confirmed by the reviewer. In the two versions
tested both read a blank entry as 1.00 and one read a 0.000 entry as 1.000. The problem appears to be a
matter of which version of HSPF is being used. Since the SMP proposes that final design work will include
a reassessment of required detention volumes, it must be assumed these files will be used in the future and
without control over which version is used. Also, it is not possible to confirm the SMP HSPF version used
by reviewing input files and summary statistics.

For example, Pre-Project subbasins SDS-6, SDS-5, DM-2, DM-3, all have one or more PERLNDS with
zero acreages. If read as 1.00, the total acreage of SDS-6 and SDS-5 are more than doubled. This would
result in larger allowable release rates in the facilities serving these subbasins. Under Project-2006
conditions there are fewer PERLNDS with zero acreages. This potentially could have impact on facility
performance and demonstration of compliance.

MC24 - PERLND 16 (to RCHRES 11 and 24) The acreage is set to 0.00.
MC9 - PERLND 54: The acreage is set to 0.00.

Resolution: Remove or comment-out all PERLNDS with 0.000 acreages in the Miller Creek Pre-
Project and Project-2006 input files, the Walker Creek Pre-project and Project-2006 input files,
and the Des Moines Creek Pre-Project and Project-2006 input files. Comment also applies to any
1994 existing condition input files.

3. Dam Safety Regulations and Applicability should be discussed in SMP Volume 1 Section 3. SMP
should identify which facilities will likely be subject to dam safety requirements. If any, a summary of
the general dam safety requirements should be included. The inundation studies and related
requirements will not be requested by KCR at this stage of facility planning. Usually, these
requirements do not preclude the construction of "dams", but rather address the safe operation and
maintenance of such facilities. Note: storage volume determination is made at dam crest.

WAC 173-175-020 Applicability. (1) These regulationsare applicabletodams whichcan impounda volumeof ten
acre-feetor moreof wateras measuredatthe dam crestelevation.The ten acre-feetthresholdappliesto dams
whichcan impoundwateron eitheran intermittentor permanentbasis.Onlywater thatcan be storedabovenatural
groundleveland whichcouldbe releasedby a failureof the dam isconsideredin assessingthe storagevolume.
The ten acre-feetthresholdappliesto any damwhich can impoundwaterof any quality,orwhich containsany
substanceincombinationwithsufficientwaterto existina liquidor slurrystateat the timeof initialcontainment.
(2) For a dam whosedam heightis sixfeet or lessand which meetsthe conditionsof subsection(1) of thissection,
the departmentmayelect to exemptthe dam fromthese regulations.The decisionby the departmentto exempta
dam willbe made ona case-by-casebasisforthose damswhosefailureisnot judged to posea riskto lifeand
minimalpropertydamagewouldbe expected(downstreamhazardclass3).
(3) These regulationsdo notapplytodams thatare, orwill be,owned, by an agencyofthe federalgovemment
whichhas oversighton operationandmaintenanceandhas its owndam safety programfor periodicinspectionof
completedprojects.The departmentwill continueto be the staterepositoryforpertinentplans,reports,andother
documentsrelatedto the safetyof federallyowned dams.
(4) These regulationsdo notapply to transportationfacilitiessuchas roads,highways,or raillineswhichcross
watercoursesand existsolelyfortransportationpurposesand whichare regulatedby othergovernmentalagencies.
Those transportationfacilitieswhichcrosswatercoursesandwhichhave been, orwillbe, modifiedwiththe intention
of impoundingwater onan intermittentor permanentbasisand whichmeet theconditionsof subsection(1) of this
sectionshall be subjectto theseregulations.
(5) These regulationsdonot apply to dikesor leveesconstructedadjacentto or alonga watercourseforprotection
fromnaturalfloodingorforpurposesof floodplainmanagement.
(6) These regulationsdonotapply to concreteorsteelwater storagetanks.
(7) These regulationsdo notapply to FERC licensedprojectsand to FERC exemptedprojects.The departmentwill
continueto maintaina repositoryfor pertinentplans,reports,andother documentsrelated to the safety of FERC
licensedand FERC exemptedprojects.
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Miller Creek

HSPF Model / Flow Control

1. HSPF input files not provided in Appendix B2 for calibration run. Input files were obtained from
Aqua Terra Consultants on 01/02/01 (Aqua Terra provided the professional certification of Appendix
B2).

• Resolution: Include input files used to generate all model results presented in SMP. Of particular
interest are the 1994 existing condition runs. The indication is that 1994 landcover was assigned
to future 2006 subbasins, which has generated comments below.

2. Table B2-2, PERLND parameters do not match HSPF input file for DEEPFR and UZSN. Indication is
that Table values are incorrect and that the table was taken from an earlier version. Reviewer cannot

determine if other tables and figures are similarly outdated, or represent current calibration.

Resolution: Include updated Table B2-3 and verify other tables and figures are current.

3. The subbasin maps provided in Appendix B2 do not correspond to the subbasins used in the calibration
model.

Resolution: Subbasin delineation should be consistent with hydrologic model. Appendix B
should use 1994 subbasins consistent with the model and figures.

4. MCI6 - landuse different in calibration, preproject and project-2006 HSPF input files. The
difference is very small, but does reflect a reduction in impervious and till and an increase in outwash
soils between pre-project and project-2006 conditions. Although likely unnoticeable in the results, the
discrepancy should be removed.

MC4 - pre-project landcover has more impervious and till soils than the calibration. Although this
subbasin is not being retrofitted with flow control (see #5 below), the pre-project runoff should not be
greater than the calibration run (with 1994 iandcover).

Resolution: update landcover acreages.

5. Subcatchments MCI - MC4 are showing a 4.1 acre net increase of impervious cover. Subcatchments
MC5 - MC7 show a 6.0 acre net reduction in impervious cover. As these subcatchment combine
within a 1/4 downstream, the KCSWDM would consider these catchments a single threshold discharge
area with a net reduction of impervious cover of 1.9 acres, and therefore would be exempt from flow
control requirements under KCSWDM.

The SMP indicates that possible future commercial development may occur in this area. The SMP
does not provide flow control storage for this future development since the amount of development and
location has not yet been determined. However, since the SMP is modeling future conditions with the
removal of all non-road impervious areas, and is using this to offset adjacent subbasins with increased
impervious coverage, the SMP project-2006 landcover assumptions should be applied as the existing
condition landcover for future development activities in the buyout area.

Recommendation: That a condition be placed on possible future development in the buyout area
to meet the project-2006 landcover assumptions of the SMP (no impervious cover except for
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existing roads), whichever is more protective. This could be incorporated into the SMP, or
possibly included as a permit condition.

6. Flow Control Facility Specific Comments

* SDNI, SDNI-LWR - Proposed 5.6 acre-foot vault serving total catchment of 13.24 acres impervious,
and 8.05 acres grass. Storage corresponds to 5.1 inches of storage per impervious acre, 3.1 inches per
gross acre. Target release rates consistent with 75-15-10 landcover. Facility discharges match flow
durations above 50% 2-year pre-project and likely controls 100-year peak flows below target
condition. This is equivalent to the KCSWDM Level 3 performance standard. KCSWDM
recommends a 10% volume safety factor for facilities sized with calibrated HSPF model.

Review Comment: The flow frequency analysis of the HSPF facility outflow timeseries appears to be
inaccurate. The DSN summary table (DSN #102) at the front of Appendix A and the flow duration
graph show flows up to 0.857 cfs. The flow frequency analysis of the facility outflow shows no peak
annual flow over 0.731 cfs. If consistent, the largest peak annual flow would be 0.857. The
corresponding computed 100-year should still be less than pre-project.

Resolution: The statistical analyses on the outflow timeseries should be recomputed and the
results verified. Resolution is not expected to adversely affect the demonstrated performance.

• CARGO - Proposed 4.5 acre-foot vault serving catchment of 8.12 acres impervious. Storage
corresponds to 6.6 inches of storage per acre. Target release rates consistent with 75-15-10 landcover.
Facility discharges match flow durations above 50% 2-year pre-project and controls 100-year peak
flows below target conditions. This is equivalent to the KCSWDM Level 3 performance standard.
KCSWDM recommends a 10% volume safety factor for facilities sized with calibrated HSPF model.

• NEPL - Existing 4.03 and proposed 13.9 acre-foot vault serving catchment of 26.29 acres impervious
and 10 acres grass/landscape. Storage corresponds to 8.2 inches of storage per impervious acre, or 5.9
inches of storage per gross acre. Target release rates consistent with 75-15-10 landcover. Facility
discharges match flow durations above 50% 2-year pre-project and controls 100-year peak flows
below target conditions. This is equivalent to the KCSWDM Level 3 performance standard.
KCSWDM recommends a 10% volume safety factor for facilities sized with calibrated HSPF model.

Review Comments:

• Under the current KCSWDM, the performance of existing facilities is considered "vested" and
would not require retrofitting. Requirements for flow control retrofitting of existing development
is being proposed for inclusion in the County's and State's stormwater regulations in 2001, to be
applied when sites are being redeveloped.. NEPL is shown in Table A-3 as being scheduled for
redevelopment (expansion) sometime between 2006 and 2010. No stormwater mitigations have
beenproposed for thefuture redevelopment of NEPL

• This catchment is within the drainage area tributary to the Miller Creek Regional Detention
Facility, constructed to provide flow controls for upstream development, which includes NEPL
and most of the north end of the airport. By providing on-site retrofit storage for all airport
discharges tributary to MCRDF, there should be a net improvement in the ability of the MCRDF
to provide flow control to non-airport areas.

• Although using the 75-15-10 landuse assumptions, this sub-catchment is being treated somewhat
differently. The pre-project impervious area (4.23 acres) did not exist in the 1994 calibration
model (NEPL was not constructed until 1998), but was used to provide release rates capable of
supporting the retrofit performance standard. An alternative approach would have been to apply a
more typical till soil calibration to the pre-project pervious areas, as supported by the geotechnical
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evaluation in SMP Appendix X. This approach would be expected to require an additional six
acre feet of storage above the already substantial retrofit volumes proposed.

• Although technically outside the scope of this review, King County review staff supports the SMP
proposed retrofit strategy for the existing NEPL.

• Future expansion is scheduled for NEPL between 2006 and 2010. This future project, as well as
several others, are not believed to be included in the mitigations proposed by the SMP. Therefore,
no review or concurrence can be given.

• NEPL discharges routed through two "run of the fiver" F-tables. These F-tables act on the
timeseries and have been shown to alter the discharges in previous SMP submittals. The use of
these non-existent reservoirs in the model are not needed as the COPY command performs the
desired action without potentially altering the timeseries. During the calibration process, it was
indicated that "run of the fiver" F-tables imposed a one timestep lag each time they are used. A
two hour lag of NEPL discharges is not representative of actual hydraulic conditions. Previously
these "run of the fiver" F-Tables were removed from the models at the reviewer's request. It is not
known why they have been reintroduced into the modeling for this SMP. Note: the run of river
F-tables are downstream of the NEPL point of compliance for flow control, so does not effect
evaluation of mitigation performance.

Resolution: No action requested.

• SDN2X/4X - Proposed 14.9 acre foot vault serving catchment of 51.57 acres impervious and 33.38
acres grass/landscape. Included in this catchment area is 33 acres of drainage area served by IWS
pump stations which removes smaller runoff events from the storm system. Storage corresponds to
3.49 inches of storage per impervious acre, or 1.89 inches of storage per gross acre. Target release rates
consistent with 75-15-10 landcover. Facility discharges match flow durations above 50% 2-year pre-
project and controls 100-year peak flows below target conditions. This is equivalent to the KCSWDM
Level 3 performance standard. KCSWDM recommends a 10% volume safety factor for facilities sized
with calibrated HSPF model.

For subcatchments SDN4 and SDN4X, the pre-project impervious cover is greater than the calibration
run (1994 landcover). Impervious in the calibration run is 2.61 acres, and 3.68 in the pre-project
model. The application of the pre-project 75-15-10 landcover assumptions should not result in more
impervious cover than existed in 1979 or 1994. This elevates allowable release rates above the
intended 75-15-10 standard.

Resolution: Resolve conflict in pre-project landcover assumption. Reevaluate facility
performance to demonstrate compliance with flow control standard. Resolution may effect the
ultimate size of this facility.

• SDN3/3X - Proposed 25.6 acre foot vault serving catchment of 36.56 acres impervious and 25.17
acres grass/landscape. Storage corresponds to 12.6 inches of storage per impervious acre, or 4.2 inches
of storage per gross acre. Target release rates consistent with 75-15-l0 landcover. Facility discharges
control 100-year peak flows below target conditions, and nearly matches flow durations from 50% 2-
year through the 50-year. If facility refined to fully match flow durations, the performance would be
equivalent to the KCSWDM Level 3 performance standard. KCSWDM recommends a 10% volume
safety factor for facilities sized with calibrated HSPF model.

Review Comment: The KCSWDM allows a tolerance in matching the flow duration curve at all points
along the pre-project curve, except at the 50% 2-year level. At this point on the curve, the facility
discharge must match, or be slightly below the pre-project level. The HSPF duration output shows the
facility outflow duration curve slightly above the target curve at 50% of the 2-year flowrate, 0.71 cfs.
This conclusion is supported by the tabular duration comparison, which indicates the curves first cross
at 0.75 cfs (durations not analyzed at 0.71 cfs).
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Resolution: It appears that the performance of this facility could be improved by slight increase in the
bottom orifice diameter, and possibly raising the height of the second orifice. These would be minor
refinements that affect storage requirements in opposite directions. Therefore, the expected facility
size would be similar to currently modeled. Note: the above refinements may allow for a larger
diameter second orifice which may help fill out the discharge duration curve to reach higher on the
pre-project curve, and perhaps allow for smaller required volume.

• SDW3A - Proposed 7.0 acre-foot vault and 14.8 acre-foot pond serving catchment areas of 8.22 acres
impervious and 22.23 acres grass/landscape. Storage corresponds to 31.8 inches of storage per
impervious acre, or 8.6 inches of storage per gross acre. Target release rates consistent with 75-15-l0
landcover. Facility discharges match flow durations above 50% 2-year pre-project and controls 100-
year peak flows below target conditions. This is equivalent to the KCSWDM Level 3 performance
standard. KCSWDM recommends a 10% volume safety factor for facilities sized with calibrated
HSPF model.

The large storage volumes for this sub-catchment are due to the existing site conditions with low
impervious cover and large amount of outwash soils being replaced primarily by runway fill. Existing
condition % impervious is 6% and the outwash soils are 76% of the basin. The outwash soils
contribute very little to allowable release rates. Projects on these soil types often must infiltrate to
meet performance standards. Incorporating infiltration in this design would require presettling.

Pond is shown with side-slopes at approximately 3:1, and therefore would not require fencing per the
KCSWDM.

Resolution: No action requested.

• SDW1A - Proposed 7.4 acre-foot vault and 25.5 acre-foot pond serving catchment areas of 15.42 acres
impervious and 37.41 acres grass/landscape. The design includes an infiltration facility able to
infiltrate stormwater at a rate of 0.3 cfs. Storage corresponds to 25.6 inches of storage per impervious
acre, or 7.5 inches of storage per gross acre. Target release rates consistent with 75-15-l 0 landcover.
Facility discharges match flow durations above 50% 2-year pre-project and controls 100-year peak
flows below target conditions. This is equivalent to the KCSWDM Level 3 performance standard.
KCSWDM recommends a 10% volume safety factor for facilities sized with calibrated HSPF model.

The vault (FTAB 147) is being modeled with a constant 0.15 cfs discharge until 16 feet of storage
when overtopping of the overflow structure occurs. The conceptual design would indicate a gravity
discharge system that would have a head-variable discharge curve (from zero to 0.15 cfs) before
overflow. If modeled with head-variable discharge the facility may have overtopped and discharged
more than 0.15 cfs to infiltration facility.

Resolution: the stage-discharge curve revised and the vault storage reevaluated, or detail as to how
the constant discharge will be achieved. (note: pump systems are discouraged in systems with
available head.)

The conceptual drawings show vault overflows to Pond G. Model sends overflows to infiltration
facility.

Resolution: Include separate discharge column in FTAB 147 sending overflows to pond. The
vault overtopped slightly during simulation, but overtopping may be significant if head-variable
discharge curve is used.

The pond (FI'AB 247) is being modeled with a constant 0.15 cfs discharge and a separate head
variable discharge to stream. No details are provided as to how the constant discharge will be
achieved. The connection between the detention pond and the infiltration facility is not shown in
conceptual design. Is this a pump facility?
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No conceptual design of infiltration facility (FTAB 47) provided. Conceptual design showing profile
and section and seasonal high groundwater should be provided. How was head variable infiltration
rate determined (maximum infiltration rate should not exceed field measured rate)? What is length of
tank? What is trench width? SMP should provide some detail on sizing and design of this newly
proposed stormwater facility.

It has become standard practice to require monitoring and/or full scale rate tests of infiltration facilities
after construction. Our experience has shown infiltration facility performance to be widely variable.
This is currently being required of larger projects via the County's "In-Operation" public rule. Written
guidelines have been developed for performing these tests and could be provided. Ecology may want
to consider some level of post-construction monitoring of the proposed infiltration facilities.

SDW1A pond is shown with side-slopes steeper than 3: l, and therefore would require fencing per the
KCSWDM. Include fence on conceptual plan.

• SDW1B - Proposed 37.91 acre-foot pond serving catchment areas of 26.95 acres impervious and 23.64
acres grass/landscape. The design includes an infiltration facility able to infiltrate stormwater at a rate
of 0.2 cfs. Storage corresponds to 9.6 inches of storage per impervious acre, or 2.7 inches of storage
per gross acre. Target release rates consistent with 75-15-l0 landcover. Facility discharges match
flow durations above 50% 2-year pre-project and controls 100-year peak flows below target
conditions. This is equivalent to the KCSWDM Level 3 performance standard. KCSWDM
recommends a 10% volume safety factor for facilities sized with calibrated HSPF model.

The assumed infiltration rate is based on Appendix F. This area is referenced as Infiltration Area 3.
The recommended infiltration capacity of this area has increased to 0.20 cfs from 0.15 cfs in the
original report. Page Iof the report should be updated to reflect the increase. The report uses a design
infiltration rate of 2.7 in./hr., which is the average of the results from the two best tests. The test that
had lesser infiltration (TP307 at 0.42 in./hr.) was not used in determining a representative rate. Figure
3 shows Infiltration Area 3, but the Location ID numbers from the table are not found on the map.

The outlet configuration of the pond reservoir is not modeled same as shown in the conceptual design.
The pond reservoir is modeled with a constant 0.20 cfs discharge to infiltration trench and a head
variable discharge to stream. The conceptual design shows two gravity discharges, one to adjacent
wetlands and one to a downstream flow-splitter. Whereas, a typical downstream flow splitter would
send all flows below 0.20 cfs to the infiltration pond, and would maintain 0.20 cfs during larger runoff
events that discharge to stream. Up to 1.0 feet of stage in the pond, the runoff is split almost evenly
between infiltration and stream. Modeling the system with a typical low-flow splitter would result in
increased volumes infiltrated which may benefit the low-flow analysis.

• It appears that this system can drain via gravity and no pumps would be required. Stage-discharge
curves should be head-variable when gravity drained.

• Flow splitter should be included in model as a 2 outlet reservoir.

• Pond outlet should be 2-outlet: wetland discharges and discharges to flow-splitter. Discharges to
downstream flow-splitter should be modeled as single discharge. Compliance would be verified
by summing stream discharges from flow-splitter and wetland discharges from pond.

• How was infiltration facility sized, tank length, trench width, design infiltration rate, what head
versus infiltration-rate function was used (maximum infiltration rate should not exceed field
measured rate)?

• Provide conceptual design of infiltration facility showing profile section, with seasonal high
groundwater.

• It has become standard practice to require monitoring and/or full scale rate tests of infiltration
facilities after construction. Our experience has shown infiltration facility performance to be
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widely variable. This is currently being required of larger projects via the County's "In-Operation"
public rule. Written guidelines have been developed for performing these tests and could be
provided. Ecology may want to consider some level of post-construction monitoring of the
proposed infiltration facilities.

• How was the discharge to wetland evaluated? If it is not modeled as separate discharge, there is
no way to determine rate, volume or frequency of discharge to wetlands? This discharge should
be modeled as separate outflow from pond. Normally, wetlands are mitigated with low flows
rather than the infrequent large storm events. It is unclear what the mitigation strategy is for
wetland recharge.

• Appendix D, Sheet C133 shows West Side Office within the pond storage area. The KCSWDM
requires that facilities be on-line at the time that improvements are made. Improvements typically
refer to impervious surfaces, but may include the embankment fill for this project. This may pose
timing problems in coordinating the removal of the office and the operation of the pond.

• The timeseries output to WDM for reinfiltration in SDWIB is the constant flow-split from the
pond. The actual infiltrated timeseries is available as the second discharge from FTABLE 257.
As was done with SDWIA, this should be the timeseries transferred to WDM for reinfihration.

• Pond is shown with side-slopes steeper than 3:1, and therefore would require fencing per the
KCSWDM.

Walker Creek

HSPF Model / Flow Control

1. HSPF input files not provided in Appendix B2 for calibration run. Input files were obtained on
01/02/01 and again on 01/12/01.

Resolution: Include input files used to generate any model results in SMP.

2. Table B2-3, PERLND parameters do not match HSPF input file for AGWRC and INTFW. Indication
is that Table values are incorrect and that printed table was taken from an earlier version of the
calibration report. Reviewer cannot determine if other tables and figures are similarly outdated, or
represent the current calibration.

Resolution: Include updated Table B2-3 and verify other tables and figures are up-to-date. Have
person performing calibration review the report as assembled for printing.

3. The subbasin maps provided in Appendix B2 do not correspond to the subbasins used in the calibration
model.

Resolution: Subbasin delineation should be consistent with hydrologic model. Appendix B
should use 1994 subbasins consistent with the model and figures.

4. Subbasin 21 includes 133% of the basin acreage represented in Table B2-7. The problem appears to be
in the portion of subbasin 21 which is not tributary to the stream gauge used for calibration, so would
not effect the calibration results or mitigation assessment. However, this should be cleaned up in the
calibration, pre-project, and post-project HSPF input files.

Resolution: The correction is to scale down the acreages of those PERLNDS in subcatchment 21
that use MBLKs 1 and 2 by 66%.
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5. The acreages used in the calibration HSPF input file differ from those presented in Table B2-7. A
second Walker Creek HSPF input file was received on 01/02/01 from Aqua-Terra. Indication is that a
last minute refinement to the numbers in Table B2-7 took place. It is reported that the revised acreages
were tested and did not have any significant effect on the calibration results. However, this has not

documented in the calibration report. Regardless of their magnitude, these inconsistencies should be
resolved and the calibration results updated to reflect the latest reported existing soil/landcover data.

Note l : Problems associated with the frequently changing ianduse acreages has been pointed out in
previous review comments. The calibration model represents 1994 "existing" iandcover and soil types
and should not require changing in the final draft.

Note2: The HSPF calibration input files were formally submitted to Ecology via e-mail on January 12
and forwarded to King County on January 16. The "official" input file has iandcover acreages which
match Table B2-7. No updates or discussion were provided as to changes in the calibration results. It
is understood that minor changes to the mass balance (none greater than 0.0 l) resulted from the
updated calibration file. The magnitude of the differences is not the issue. All input files should
represent the input files which were used to generate the results presented in the plan. Rather than
switching the files, this might have been more appropriately handled with an "addendum" submitted by
the firm stamping the calibration report which documents the differences in the files and associated
results.

6. Predev iandcover acreage for subbasin SDW2 uses 3.31 acres of effective impervious. This was a
topic of discussion during the facilitated meetings. It was agreed that the effective impervious would
not exceed the 1994 landcover acreage used in the calibration report for MCSb. This is 1.71 acres in
the 12/00 calibration run. This was a concession by the reviewer to not require the use of existing
subbasins to determine allowable release rates throughout the project site. The review call was that in
most POS subbasins it did not make a significant difference since existing landcover was being
swapped between adjacent outfaUs draining to the same threshold discharge area. However, MC8b
(194 subbasin) and SDW2 both ouffall to the same location and the release rates should be based on
what drains there under existing conditions with 75-15-10 iandcover assumptions applied. This
agreement has not been implemented in the 12/00 SMP. This agreement did not consider a dominant
shift from outwash to till soils which diminishes the effectiveness of the 75-15-l0 standard.

The sum of all impervious areas in STIA subbasins (see yellow line on subbasin maps) is increased
from 3.79 acres of impervious under 1994 conditions to 4.89 acres under predeveioped conditions.
Due to the rules applied to the 75-15-10 landcover approach, the predeveioped impervious area should
never exceed 1979 or 1994 conditions.

Resolution: Model the SDW2 predeveloped landcover as agreed to in facilitated meetings. Check
other STIA Walker subbasins (MC8 and MC9) to ensure proper soii/landcover assumptions.
Reassess SDW2 flow control facility performance.

7. MC8b has 55% till soils and SDW2 has 95% till soils. Note: Both subbasins outfall at the same

location. This will elevate the allowable release rates above what this outfall would discharge to
Walker creek if the 1994 subbasin delineation was used to apply release rates. As discussed at the
facilitated meetings, using the 1994 subbasin delineation is consistent with the KCSWDM, whereas,
using the future condition subbasin delineation was not. The resolution discussed at the facilitated
meetings only addressed the impervious cover. Note: The SDW2 facility is located on outwash soils
and is well above the reported high water table. Infiltration at this facility may be feasible. The SMP
states that infiltration is a high priority and that infiltration has been incorporated into the designs
where feasible. The feasibility of infiltration has not been evaluated outside of SDW !A, SDWIB,
NEPL, and facilities located within the fill embankment. Incorporating infiltration in this design
would require compliance with presettling requirements.

Recommendation: AR 031339
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• If permit is granted, a condition should be included that during finaldesign, the feasibility of
infiltration at this site will be evaluated and infiltration provided to the extent feasibl e .

• If SMP is to be revised, the infiltration feasibility should be assessed. The predeveloped site
should be modeled based on soil conditions of the 1994 subbasin delineation (intent of 9/00

comment and discussions during facilitated meetings).

8. PERLND 45 Airport Fill - Future Project-2006 - SDW2: The PWATER parameters AGWRC, IRC,
LZETP do not match Table A-4 or the Miller Creek parameters. This was topic of previous
discussions and it was agreed that the fill parameters would be the same across the 3 basins, with the
exception of the DEEPFR, which would be specific to each basin. This comment was not made in
recent reviews, as this problem appears to have been recently reintroduced into the models.

Resolution: Set all fill parameters the same across all basins (DEEPFR excepted), which should
be consistent with the airport fill calibration report and statistical evaluation results found in
Appendix A.

9. Upper Walker Creek gauge record - King County stream gauge number 42C was located just
downstream of the large headwater wetlands. There is a fair gauge record at the stream location, as
well as several field measurements, during the calibration period. A quick check of the calibration
model revealed a good low-flow match, but an underestimation of peak events. This is generally
consistent with the calibration results at the downstream gauge. It would provide better validation of
the calibration and low-flow analysis to include comparisons made at the upstream gauge.

10. Low Flow Analysis - See specific comments in the back of this section. Concerns include the use of
future subbasins to define existing in-stream flows and the double application of precipitation to the fill
embankment.

I1. Out of basin groundwater transfers - the Project-2006 model should account for the reduction of
pervious surfaces in the Des Moines creek model under Project-2006. Using Table 4-1 there appears
to be net reduction in pervious landcover of ~115 acres.
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Des Moines Creek

HSPF Model / Flow Control

1. Calibration HSPF Input File: Subbasin DM25 (SDS-3) landcover does not match landcover acreages
in Table B 1-1.

2. Calibration HSPF Input File: Subbasin DM26 (SDS-2,5,6,7) All PERLNDS have 100% AGWO sent
to RCHRES 43, except for Till Grass (PERLND 26). This appears to be error, and 8 acres of AGWO
for PERLND 26 should be directed to RCHRES 43.

3. Calibration HSPF Input File: Subbasin DM3 landcover does not match landcover acreages in Table
BI-1.

4. Pre-Project HSPF Input File: External Targets includes sending flow control points of compliance to
WDM. For SDS-7 vault this includes COPY 3 to WDM 126. The indication is that the SDS7 vault is

controlling inflows from SDS6 and SDS7 down to the release rates generated from SDS-7 Pre-Project
alone. It appears this is not the mitigation strategy intended, since the KCRTS preliminary sizing
shows that Pre-Project includes both SDS6 and SDS7.

Recommendation: Have Pre-Project HSPF Input File extract to sum of SDS6 and SDS7 to the
external targets for demonstration of compliance. Currently there is not a node in the pre-project
model which corresponds to this hydrologic location. This correction would help facilitate final
design. Note: This comment is made as a recommendation as the overall point of compliance is
downstream of this vault at the point where subbasins SDS7, SDS6, SDS2, DM7, DM8, and DM9
combine.

5. DM-1 PERLND 54: Under 1994 calibration run 3.9 acres of wetlands were modeled. Under Pre-
Project and Project-2006, 14.7 acres of wetlands were assumed. This is a non-STIA subbasin,
however it flows through the proposed SASA flow control facility. Non-STIA subbasins are being
modeled with the same landcover assumptions in all three models (calibration, pre-project and project-
2006). This assumption is to isolate hydrologic changes related to POS projects identified in the SMP.

6. Executel Pond (FTAB46) - The existing off-site pond was modeled in the Calibration and Project -
2006 runs, but was removed from the Pre-Project run. The Executel pond is located downstream of
200 thand therefore does not appear in any of the Additional Points of Compliance evaluated for flow
control purposes. Therefore, comment should not affect demonstration of flow control compliance.
It would effect any Pre-Project evaluations further downstream.

Recommendation: Restore the existing reservoir (FTAB 46) in the Pre-Project model.

7. Tyee Pond (FTAB 40) - Tyee Pond is not modeled under Pre-Project conditions. Not including this
regional facility in the pre-project model does not effect any of the facility points of compliance used
to demonstrate consistency with KCSWDM. The effect is that downstream of Tyee Pond (e.g., S 200 th

Street) the Pre-Project "target" conditions would be higher since offsite areas served by Tyee Pond are
simulated with current landcover and no flow attenuation. When Tyee Pond is added to Project-2006
model, the regional facility flow attenuating benefits reduce flows from offsite areas (offsite landcover
did not change between models). Therefore, the comparison of flows at S 200 th Street represent the
combined effects of onsite flow mitigations as well as the Tyee pond regional facility. Tyee Pond is
modeled differently than Lake Reba and Miller Creek Regional Facility (both included in Pre-Project
and Project-2006 Miller Creek models).
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8. Specific Facility Comments:

SDS POC -1 (COPY 41) - This Point-of-Compliance (POC) includes SDS3A, SDS3, and SDS5 subbasins.
SDS5 is proposed to bypass flow control facilities. SDS3A is served by an existing 5.4 acre foot vault.
SDS3 is proposed to be served by a 88.4 acre-foot vault which will over-detain flows such that when these
three subbasins combine (just upstream of NW Ponds) the Level 2 performance standard will be met.
Storage corresponds to 4.7 inches of storage per impervious acre, or 2.5 inches of storage per gross acre.
Target release rates consistent with 75-15-10 landcover. Facility discharges (SDS3 only) match flow
durations above 50% 2-year pre-project and controls 100-year peak flows below target conditions. This is
equivalent to the KCSWDM Level 3 performance standard. KCSWDM recommends a 10% volume safety
factor for facilities sized with calibrated HSPF model.

SDS3 vault significantly exceeds the 20 foot maximum depth (measured from ground to vault invert)
specified in the KCSWDM. This vault depth reaches approximately 40 feet on the north-end. This design
criteria is primarily for maintenance consideration. This facility is to be maintained by POS, so there may
be justification for accepting this conceptual facility design. A maintenance related feasibility analysis has
not been requested, to date.

Not possible to determine if the SDS-POC results presented in Appendix A - Additional Points of
Compliance corresponds to this point of compliance or for POC-2. There is only one SDS POC presented
and it is not specifically identified. Unable to confirm that these subbasins meet the Level 2 performance
standard at the POC.

SDS POC-2 (COPY 4) - This Point-of-Compliance (POC) includes SDS7, SDS6, and SDS2 STIA basins.
Additional offsite subbasins DM-7, DM-8, and DM-9 also drain to this POC (upstream of NW Ponds).
SDS2 is proposed to bypass flow control facilities. SDS7 and SDS6 are proposed to be served by a 21.5
acre-foot vault. Storage corresponds to 6.4 inches of storage per impervious acre, or 2.2 inches of storage
per gross acre. Target release rates consistent with 75-15-l0 landcover. Facility discharges (SDS6 and
SDS7 only) match flow durations above 50% 2-year pre-project and controls 100-year peak flows below
target conditions. This is equivalent to the KCSWDM Level 3 performance standard. KCSWDM
recommends a 10% volume safety factor for facilities sized with calibrated HSPF model.

Not possible to determine if the SDS-POC results presented in Appendix A - Additional Points of
Compliance corresponds to this point of compliance or for POC- 1. There is only one SDS POC presented
and it is not specifically identified. Unable to confirm that these subbasins meet the Level 2 performance
standard at the POC.

Important Note: When offsite subbasins are included in a downstream point of compliance, the 10%
tolerance allowed in meeting the Level 2 standard cannot be used. For most facilities the target duration
curve was not exceeded at all, so this may not be a problem. Alternatively, the facility sizing and
performance verification could be performed looking at only the project's contribution to the downstream
point of compliance (remove offsite areas from facility analysis). If removed from analysis, brief
excursions above the target duration curve, not to exceed 10%, would be acceptable.

Resolution: Provide results for both downstream POC analyses in Appendix A. Clearly indicate
which POC each set of results correspond to. See Important Note for POC-2.

SDS7/SDS6 Vault - Appendix D, sheet C140 shows a 21.5"acre-foot vault. The vault is shown above
grade which presents special design and maintenance considerations. The SWDM definition of a Detention
Vault is an underground facility, where the internal forces on the walls are partially offset by the
surrounding soil. An above ground vault may require special structural reinforcing to prevent the walls
from being pushed outward when the vault is filling. Most above ground water storage facilities are
circular in shape (e.g., water towers) to help facilitate the structural design. Other structural design
considerations (e.g., earthquake design, etc.) may be required for an above ground storage tank/vault.
Structural design is normally done during the final facility design stage, and not during planning. However,
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Ecology has requested a structural design feasibility assessment on the large SDS3 vault, and may want to
consider asking for a similar assessment of this above-ground facility. Maintenance access would be
another consideration in an above ground vault. It is assumed that maintenance access would be from the
top, as opposed to a side-door. How to get maintenance equipment onto the roof of a two-story tall
structure is worth consideration during a feasibility assessment.

SDS POC - Appendix A - Additional Points of Compliance. The duration graph (assumed to represent
either SDS POC-1, or POC-2) does not provide sufficient number of flow "cutoff" points at low flows to
determine whether it is in compliance. The first cutoff is at flow 0.0 cfs, where both the Pre-Project and
Project-2006 flow records are exceeded 100% of the time (no timesteps with zero flow). The second cutoff
is at flow ~ 13.0 cfs, which is greater than the lower limit of the range of control (50% 2-year = -8.0 cfs). It
appears that the Pre-Project and Project-2006 curves cross at this point since their % time exceeded is
essentially the same. The graph plots a straight line between these two points and therefore, it would
appear that these timeseries have identical flow duration statistics below ~ 13 cfs. It is more probable that
- 13 cfs represents the point at which the two curves cross and that between - 13 cfs and 50% 2-year the
Project-2006 curve is not in compliance. This comment is based on the typical interaction between
predeveioped and postdeveloped flow duration curves.

Resolution: Provide duration graph with additional cutoffs around 50% of the 2-year pre-project
flow rate on both the Pre-Project and Project-2006 curves. Ideally, a point just below, a point
equal to, and a point just above the bottom end of the range of control (50% 2-year) would be
used. Indicate which SDS POC this graph is representing and provide similar data on the other
SDS POC used in the model.

SDS4 - Proposed 12.9 acre-foot vault serving catchment areas of 32.5 acres impervious and 32.1 acres
grass/landscape. Storage corresponds to 4.8 inches of storage per impervious acre, or 2.4 inches of storage
per gross acre. Target release rates consistent with 75-15-10 landcover. Facility discharges match flow
durations above 50% 2-year pre-project and controls 100-year peak flows below target conditions. This is
equivalent to the KCSWDM Level 3 performance standard. KCSWDM recommends a 10% volume safety
factor for facilities sized with calibrated HSPF model.

SASA - Proposed 33.4 acre-foot pond serving catchment areas of 176.7 acres impervious and 41.5 acres
grass/landscape. Storage corresponds to 2.3 inches of storage per impervious acre, or 1.8 inches of storage
per gross acre. Target release rates consistent with 75-15-10 landcover. Facility discharges match flow
durations above 50% 2-year pre-project and controls 100-year peak flows below target conditions. This is
equivalent to the KCSWDM Level 3 performance standard. KCSWDM recommends a 10% volume safety
factor for facilities sized with calibrated HSPF model.

SASA facility is proposed in-line with the Bow Lake outlet. The reason for the in-line facility is to provide
a single facility providing storage for the new SASA stormwater system as well as retrofit storage for the
existing developed subbasins SDS 1 and SDE4. These existing subbasins combine with the bow lake
outfall system upstream of the proposed SASA facility. The SMP determined that it was not practical to
retrofit individual stormwater vaults in SDSI and SDE4, and the separating their outfalls from the Bow
Lake outfall would require construction of a separate conveyance line under International Blvd (Hwy 99).

The KCSWDM does allow offsite areas to flow-through proposed stormwater facilities, but limits the
amount of off-site flows based on a ratio of 100-year peak flows. The offsite 100-year flow (50 cfs) cannot
be greater than 50% of the developed onsite 100-year flow (50% of 84 = 42cfs). Although exceeding the
threshold, the proposal is on the same scale as the KCSWDM threshold. Additionally, the KCSWDM
threshold was not written with flow control retrofits in mind. It seems reasonable to allow some flexibility
in this threshold for projects proposing to retrofit flow controls. There is 190 acres of developed area in
SDS 1 and SDE4 proposed to be retrofitted by this facility.

Appendix D should include a conceptual design for the SASA facility.

AR 031343
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SMP Volume 1

1. Page 1-2, 3rdbullet - Feasibility of infiltration has not been assessed in several proposed facilities. It
therefore is not a correct statement to say that infiltration has been incorporated into flow control
facility design where feasible. See specific comment related to SDW2.

2. Page 1-2, last paragraph - Section 4 does not include information on existing subbasins. The 1994
existing subbasins are not presented anywhere in Volume I.

3. Page 2-2, last paragraph - Monitoring of NEPL discharges is not the approach which had general
agreement at the facilitated meetings. Monitoring to demonstrate performance of the existing facility
has the following identified problems,

• Flow control retrofit standard is designed to recapture flow control from existing development, not to
simply avoid aggravation of existing problems. Therefore monitoring against existing baseline
conditions will not resolve the issue.

• There is no 75% forest, 15% grass, 10% impervious monitoring data from NEPL to compare against
future monitoring data.

• Modeling has demonstrated that the existing facility is unable to meet the proposed SMP standard.
The site is nearly 100% impervious. It is unclear what additional information is needed to make the
determination whether flow control retrofits should be provided.

• The discussion with Ecology was to support allowing the existing NEPL site to be retrofitted to 10%
existing impervious (0% actually existed). The possibility for POS to request a reconsideration of the
permit conditions, if basin conditions change, exist for this site same as for the rest of the project area.

4. Page 2-5, footnote 10. The outlet from the 154_ street relocation is downstream of the MCRDF. This
is based on the proposed location of the biofiltration swales.

5. Page 2-6, Section 2.2.2 second paragraph - The KCSWDM does not identify any standards within
incorporated areas. The decision as to what standard is to be required is made by the local jurisdiction
with regulatory authority.

6. Page 2-6, Section 2.2.2 third paragraph - Ecology had requested an assessment of the feasibility to
retrofit the project site for enhanced water quality treatment under future permit conditions. The
statement "..., the proposed drainage design would not necessarily preclude the application of future
stormwater treatment..." may not be an adequate assessment of feasibility.

Chapter 3
7. Maximum duration of Open Water at Detention Ponds is specified for open water stormwater

reservoirs. However, no analysis is provided which evaluates the proposed stormwater ponds. The
actual duration of stormwater pond inundation is readily available from the detailed HSPF models used
to evaluate pond performance. Additionally, the simplified drawdown time approach identified in
section 3. 1.2.4 is likewise not evaluated for any of the proposed stormwater ponds.

8. The SMP position that infiltration ponds should be avoided as they have increased periods of standing
water is not substantiated. Experience has shown that infiltration ponds tend to be smaller in size, and
have generally higher discharge rates (infiltration) than a corresponding detention facility. With
infiltration facilities the rate of discharge (infiltration) is not restricted by a control structure with a
small bottom orifice. Therefore, when the bottom of the pond is covered with water, near maximum
discharge rates (infiltration) are achieved.

9. Table 4- l - Many of the subbasins identified in this table did not exist in the 1994 "existing conditions"
basin model. It appears that 1994 landcover is being applied to the future 2006 basin delineation.
Therefore this is not a true comparison of 1994 runoff to 2006 runoff condition. This leads to
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discrepancies such as with Walker Creek where the Pre-Project landcover assumptions are more
developed than existed in 1994. It is clear that by looking at just impervious coverage that Table 4-1
indicates more impervious area draining to Walker Creek in 1994 than exists in the 1994 landcover
HSPF input file. See discussion on Walker Creek SDW2 facility.

10. Page 4-5 - Mentions POS discharges to Gilliam Creek. No stormwater retrofits are proposed for these
discharges. As no additional impervious is proposed in these subbasins, this approach is consistent
with the current KCSWDM. However, it is not clear whether this approach is consistent with the SMP

objective of meeting Level 2 flow control for all airport runoff (Volume !, page 1-2), or relevant
regulatory requirements.

11. IWS System -
The IWS system is regulated under an industrial NPDES permit. The SMP identifies an additional 307
acres of impervious to be diverted to IWS, with a future storage capacity of 236 acre-feet and a
processing rate of 4.0 mgd. There is an expectation that the IWS outfall will be connected to the King
County Metro wastewater system. Currently the IWS outfalls directly to Puget Sound. A continuous
model of the IWS system was developed which indicated that based on historical precipitation, there
would be no predicted overtopping of the IWS lagoons into Des Moines Creek. This results of the
analysis indicated that the IWS system must maintain a processing rate greater than 3.1 mgd to avoid
predicted lagoon overtopping (at 2.4 mgd the model predicts two occurrences of overtopping).

12. The IWS feasibility study indicates that there may be limitations on the allowed discharge rate to the
wastewater system. Limits on allowable discharge rates may occur daily during periods when
normally high wastewater flows, and/or during rainfall events where stormwater inflow/infiltration into
the wastewater system is significant. As an agreement between the POS and Metro has not been
reached, it is not possible to determine if the allowable discharge rates will allow IWS operation to
prevent overtopping. It may be necessary to retain the current outfall to allow IWS to maintain
necessary discharge rates during storm events, when it is most important that the lagoon
capacity/discharge be effectively utilized to prevent overtopping to Des Moines Creek.

13. Table 4-3 - Indication is that this is the list of IWS pump stations where the limited capacity results in
higher flows to be discharged to the stormwater system. As indicated in previous review comments,
these pump systems need to be in the stream model to account for high flows from these drainage
areas.

• NSPS - Miller Creek model includes FTAB240 which serves area consistent with table.

• CSPS - this pump station is not in the Des Moines Creek model.
• SSOTFP - FTAB366 in Des Moines Creek Model. The acreage served by this pump is set to

0.000. The indication is that HSPF may read 0.000 acres as the HSPF default of 1.0 (equivalent to
12 acres due to unit conversions). The table indicates a service area of 435 square feet, which is
not consistent with HSPF model, nor the expected size of service area. It does not make sense that
the pump station would be installed to service such a small area.

• NCPS - Included in Miller Creek model as FTAB242, serving an area consistent with this table.
• NSPS - Included in Des Moines Creek model as FTAB360. However, acreage served is set to

13.2 acres in HSPF model, somewhat less than the 13.75 acre service area indicated in Table 4-3.

It is assumed that the rest of the IWS reroutes shown in Table 4-4 are 100% flow diversions to IWS, at

least to the 100-year storm level. If not, the IWS diversion structures with potential for SDS
discharges should be included in the HSPF stream models.

14. Table 4-5 - The first 7 stormwater storage facilities are included in the HSPF models. The last 4
facilities are not. It is not known whether the areas served by these facilities will be retrofitted to the
same target flow regime as the rest of the project site. The assumption is that they are not being
retrofitted. As no future development activity has been identified for these areas, KCSWDM flow
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control requirements would not be applicable. However, it is unclear how these projects relate to the
SMP approach of retrofitting the entire project site to the target flow regime.

15. Page 4-13, Section 4.4.3 - The use of future subbasins to determine release rates is not consistent with
the standard application of the KCSWDM. The KCSWDM procedures call for using existing subbasin
delineations for determining existing discharges which become the allowable release rates. A
determination was made that for most of the threshold discharge areas there was not a significant
difference when using the future subbasin delineation as basis for target releases rates. However, for
the Walker Creek subbasin the difference in % impervious and % outwash is very significant. At the
facilitated meetings it was made known that this would be a review comment, if the HSPF pre-project
landuse continued to use more impervious than existed in 1994. Application of the KCSWDM
requirements for existing landcover assumption is 1979 conditions, or better. Modeling Walker Creek
with 3.31 acres of impervious and nearly 100% till soils is elevating the release rates significantly
above what the stream saw in 1979 and 1994. Concurrence to the landcover approach for Walker
Creek cannot be given.

Walker Creek 1994 - Calibration Pre-Project Project-2006

Cover Type (acres) (acres) (acres)
16 Till Forest 3 0.91
26 Till Grass 19.21 7.16 2 6.8 2
34 Outwash Forest 1.69
44 Outwash Grass 15.44 0.39 1.42

45 Airport Fill 6.7 0
54 Wetlands O. 61 1.13

Effective Impervious 1.71 3.31 9.51

Total Acreage 36.97 44.59 44.45

Percent Impervious 4.6 7.4 21

Percent of Pervious 4 8 5.0 4.1
Soils as Outwash
Percent of Pervious 5.3 2.7 0.0
Soils as wetlands

The below graphic is useful in illustrating the problem. The curve with hollow diamonds represents the
runoff from the 1994 subbasin with 1994 landcover (source: HSPF calibration input file). The curve with
hollow circles represents the runoff from the 1994 subbasin with 75-15-10 landcover. The curve with the
solid diamonds represents the runoff used as the target flow conditions for SDW2 (source: HSPF Pre-
Project input file). The curve with solid circles represents the runoff from the future subbasins with 1994
landcover.

• Existing 1994 landcover (hollow diamonds) produces lower flows than the Pre-Project landcover (solid
diamonds). This is not consistent with the application of the 75-15-10 landcover assumptions.

• If the 75-15-10 landcover assumptions were applied to the existing subbasin, the resulting flows
(hollow circles) would be considerably lower than those used in SMP.

• Approximating 1994 landcover applied to the future subbasin produces higher flow durations (solid
circles), but may produce an easier to achieve low flow condition due to lower "existing condition"
recharge from increased impervious and decreased outwash soils. Although the indication is that this
was done (applied 1994 landcover to 2006 subbasins), there are no HSPF input files provided which
show exactly what was done.
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16. Page 4-20, Section 4.5.3.1 - The stated limit for oil and grease is referenced to the 1998 KCSWDM as
the performance goal for the high use site menu. However, the KCSWDM performance goal is
actually less than 10 mg/L Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons, and no visible sheen. The 10-15 mg/L oils
and grease may be from the Port's NPDES permit.

17. Page 4-20 Section 4.5.3.2 - The KCSWDM Basic Water Quality Menu has the performance goal of
80% TSS removal. Whereas, the IWS NPDES requirements limit the TSS concentration of the
discharge (monthly average and daily maximum). The effluent TSS concentrations are summarized in
the Discharge Monitoring Reports included in Appendix N. Reviewer is not able to confirm that the
IWS system meets the performance goals of the KCSWDM basic treatment, since a comparison to
influent data has not been presented. The performance of industrial waste processes regulated under
separate NPDES permit is not typically reviewed under the KCSWDM standards.

18. Page 5-4, 2"dparagraph - Figure 4-2 does not show 1994 drainage boundaries. Current to future
comparisons that do not use current drainage boundaries may not represent the actual change in
hydrologic conditions.

19. Page 5-4 2"aparagraph - " However,, future development will not change the total amount of airport
area draining to Miller, Walker, and Des Moines Creeks (i.e., the hydrologic divide will remain
balanced and no net change to watershed area will occur)." The reviewer finds this statement to be
substantially true. This SMP statement appears to be related to the Governor's Certification which
includes project conditions on this subject. Compliance with the intent of the Governor's Certification
is not within the scope of this review.

AR 031347
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20. Page 6- l, Section 6.1.2. l - "Normally, vaults are constructed underground." Appendix D shows vaults
which are constructed above ground. Recommend including some discussions on how this will be
implemented (e.g., special design and maintenance considerations).

2 I. Page 6-2, Section 6.1.2.4 - The SMP indicates that future design work may consider expanding the
Miller Creek Regional Facility in order to reduce the amount of onsite detention storage required. In
principle, this approach is valid. However, what is not clear is how the final design would be reviewed
and approved under the permit processes required for this project site. This SMP provides no analysis
of alternative flow control mitigation scenarios, so no review or concurrence can be given to any
proposed future reductions in the onsite flow control facilities proposed in this SMP, as shown in
Figure 6- I.

22. Page 6-2, Section 6.1.2.4 - Indicates that to avoid wildlife attractant issues, the pond expansion would
be free-draining with no standing water. This definition is inconsistent with the definition of a
stormwater detention which includes the reduction in the rate of discharge (not free draining), and the
storage of excess water in a reservoir (standing water). Furthermore, this is different fi'om the criteria
presented earlier as the FAA guidelines for avoiding wildlife attractants.

23. Page 6-3, Section 6.1.3 - Indication is that all flow control facilities presented in this plan (see Figure
•6-1) are preliminary and subject to change during final design. It is unclear how the final design
would be reviewed and approved under the permit processes required for this project site.
Furthermore, "ensuring that the Port's stormwater management standards are met" does not have a
defined meaning. It is unclear what these standards would be (e.g., Level2, Enhanced Level l, FAA
criteria, etc.). No alternative flow control scenarios are presented by the SMP, so no review or
concurrence can be given to any flow control approach, other than is summarized in Figure 6-I.

24. Page 6- l l, Section 6.2.2 - same comment as for Page 6-3. Additionally, Section 6.2.2 is not an
evaluation of the ability of regional detention to retrofit airport runoff to predeveloped conditions. No
such analysis was included in the SMP.

25. Page 6- l l, Section 6.3 - Indication is that MPU project progress will be tracked yearly against the
stormwater mitigations necessary to prevent increases in peak flows. Table A-3 (Appendix A)
provides some insight into the expected construction schedule, but does not provide a correlation
between the timing of stormwater facility construction and MPU improvements. No review or
concurrence can be provided regarding the scheduling of stormwater mitigations (flow control, water
quality treatment, low flow augmentation, etc.) against scheduled site improvements.

26. Page 6-12, 1stParagraph - Indication is that some detention facilities may need to be constructed years
in advance of improvements, due to multiple MPU projects beings served by the same facility. Only
comment is with the use of the phrase "may need to be". It seems that scheduling issues should be
better known at this time.

27. Page 7-4, footnote 16 - The feasibility of bypassing SASA storm flows and overdetaining upstream
flows has not been analyzed by SMP. It is likely feasible due to large upstream area.

28. Page 7-5, Section 7.1.1.5 - South 154thStreet would not require detention per the current KCSWDM as
less than 5,000 square feet of new impervious surface is identified. However, consistency with the
SMP objective of retrofitting all MPU projects to the target flow regime has not been evaluated.

29. Page 7-10, Section 7.1.4.3 - Indicates that the roof runoff from South Satellite SDS is being sent to
IWS system. This is now an existing condition, as the diversion was completed in 2000. Directing
roof runoff to the IWS system is not consistent with the understood IWS plan which was explained as
only receiving runoff from high pollution generating surfaces.

30. Table 7-8 and Page 7-9- SDN1 Wetvauit: Correction was made to the equation on Page 7-9 for sizing
Of a wetvault for subbasin SDN1 which had been off by a factor of 3.0.
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• Water quality facilities must be sized for the total area draining to the facility. Since this facility is
combined with the detention facility, the landcover acreages should be consistent. Comparison of the
landcover acreages indicated them to be consistent with the exception of 0.27 acres of airport fill
draining to the facility. This acreage should be considered in the wetpool sizing.

• The corresponding value in Table 7-8 needs to be updated.
• The equation on page 7-9 needs a bracket after 3*. The factor of 3 is applied to all landcovers, not just

impervious.
• The Appendix D drawings for the SDN1 vault do not include the needed wetpool volume.

31. Table 7-8 -

• The SDN6 bioswale area is incorrectly shown as wetvault volume. The number needs to be moved
one column to the left.

• The SDN1 wetvault volume should be consistent with value page 7-9.

32. Page 7-15, Section 7.4 - Indication is that WET performance tests would be used for determining if
alternate coating materials could be used to retrofit uncoated metal roofs. Concerns have been raised
regarding the WET testing procedures used on this project site. Concerns primarily relate to the use of
flathead minnows, rather than a salmonid species, and testing pollutant concentrations which are
significantly lower than the median concentration presented in the SMP.

33. Appendix A - Table A-3 - There are some questions and possible inconsistencies identified in this
table. There is a need to clarify some items, including latest construction schedule, the schedule for
associated mitigations, and which projects have mitigations included in the SMP.

• Scope of Work indicated that review would include scheduling of construction activities versus
construction of the associated mitigations. This Table does not provide sufficient information for
concurrence on scheduling mitigations and development activities., such that mitigations are in
place when improvements are made.

• Project to be served by SDS4 was constructed in 1996? What is schedule for implementing
mitigations?

• 154threlocate - Roadway not tributary to SDN drainage system. How is road mitigated (restored)
when not treated as bypass area for facilities? Much of roadway is downstream (not tributary) to
MCRDF. Does SMP intend to retrofit roadway to 75-15-10? If so, how is this handled? Proposal
is to retrofit all flows to target flow regime with on-site facilities, How does this relate to table
indicating this project is being mitigated by MCRDF?

• Is it LANDSIDE IMPROVEMENTS or is it really LANDSLIDE IMPROVEMENTS? Unaware
of any landslide issues being addressed through SMP.

• Temporary 509 interchange (5/00 - 10/00) - Do construction dates need to be revised? For all
projects, or just this one?

• Relocation of Airborne Cargo, ATCT(???) - This would indicate that SASA facility needs to be
currently in-place.

• Relocate ASIL ASDE, NAVAIDS - Obviate flow control for ASR? Flow control now being
proposed, in Appendix Y (see comments). ASDE, NAVAIDS are unknown projects. The on-site
detention ponds appear to not have been presented in SMP.

• General Comment: Many of these construction activities are indicated as having been completed.
The flow control facilities indicated as mitigating the associated impacts have not been
constructed?

• Westin Hotel - Believed to be outside the SDE and SDS subbasins. Landcover changes for off-
site areas are not believed to mitigations for existing or future development. Please explain where
in DM model the flow control mitigations are included.

AR 031349
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• NEPL Phase l retrofit is indicated as subject to monitoring. See previous discussion on this issue.
Monitoring to determine need to retrofit flow controls is not very plausible. Does the Port have
flow monitoring data from NEPL under pre-developed conditions (75-15-10) which can be used as
baseline?

• Additional NEPL expansion - No mitigations presented in SMP for this planned project.

• Des Moines Creek Technology Center - No mitigations presented in SMP for this planned project.

• Not clear whether projects listed in Phase III (2006-2010) are included as part of the mitigations.
Understand that NEPL expansion is not. What about the SASA and Cargo projects?

Appendix Y - Stormwater Analysis of the ASR Site
Reviewer has not reviewed this material previously. No reference to this project was found in the meeting
notes from the facilitated meetings. The following review comments are related to the materials found in
Appendix Y.

FLOW CONTROL -

I. The performance duration curve is atypical. The facility discharge curve is either from a combined
infiltration/detention facility, or the modeled post developed landcover produces less flow than the
predeveioped landcover.

2. Indication is that this is a detention only facility located on outwash soils. This is not consistent with
the objective of the SMP or KCSWDM to use infiltration where possible. Based on the modeling
input, these soils appear well suited for infiltration. Pending the results of an infiltration feasibility
analysis, it is recommended that this site infiltrate all flows up to the 100-year storm level.
Incorporating infiltration in this design would require compliance with presettling requirements.

3. The facility serves 3.47 acres. Storage volume used is 219 cubic-feet (approximately equal to storage
within an 8-foot deep Type II 72-inch catchbasin). The existing 0.12 acres of impervious provides the
release rates which enables this site on outwash soils to not infiltrate.

Landcover As Modeled Calculated
Pre-Dev Post-Dev Post-Dev

Outwash Forest 2.60 acres 0.00 acres 0.00 acres
Outwash Grass 0.75 3.47 2.64

Impervious 0.12 0.00 0.83 (effective)
Total 3.47 3.47 3.47

Filename (graph) mc7apre.dur mc7adev.dur mc7adev2.dur

% Impervious 3.4% 0.0% 24%
% Grass 21.6% 100% 76%
% Forest 75% 0.0% 0.0%
% Outwash 100% 100% 100%

The modeled predeveioped landcover assumptions are consistent with the 75-15-10 landcover assumptions.

1. The modeled postdeveloped landcover assumptions are not consistent with the plan sheet entitled
Proposed Impermeable Surface Area which shows 1.3 acres of total impervious coverage. When
modeled, the postdeveloped flow durations are less than predeveloped flows over a majority of the
flow range (compare the two curves with diamond shaped symbols. Note: solid symbol is post
developed runoff without flow control).

2. No provision for the offsite flows which are being directed through the flow control pond. These flows
may exceed the threshold requiring the offsite flows to bypass the flow control pond.
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3. From the grading plan it appears that the pond side-slopes are steeper than 3:1, which would require
fencing per KCSWDM. The proposed fencing does riot extend around the proposed pond.

4. From the below graph it is apparent how significant the difference in post-developed landcover
assumptions are (compare the two curves with solid symbols).
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WATER QUALITY -
5. Appendix Y figures, - No water quality treatment facilities shown. SMP Volume I, Section 7 indicates

that the driveways will be 20 feet wide and will be treated by 7.0 foot filter strips (calcs provided???)
adjacent to the driveways. The driveways (with shoulders) are estimated at 25 feet in width from the
crown. The gravel shoulder on the short side of the crown may not require treatment. The plan sheet
entitled Grading and Paving Plan shows the collection ditch immediately adjacent to the shoulder. The
design needs to be modified to provide the water quality treatment identified in Volume I, Section 7.
Note: although not specifically described in the KCSWDM, it may be feasible to incorporate the
biofiltration filter strip into the gravel shoulder area. The shoulder may need to be widened and meet
the design criteria for filter strips. Fines may need to be added to the gravel aggregate to establish the
necessary grass cover, and may require monitoring and replanting to ensure proper cover is achieved.

6. Gravel areas subject to vehicular use are usually considered pollution generating impervious surfaces.
This would include the almost 1 acre of gravel surface at this site. There are provisions for
infrequently used maintenance access roads, but the expected frequency of vehicular use at this site is
not known to the reviewer.

7. The plan sheet entitled Proposed Impermeable Surface Area shows a structure labeled "FUEL". There
are thresholds for water quality and source control requirements related to fuel storage and transfer in
the KCSWDM and Ecology regulations. The SMP should include some information on the fueling
activities which are planned for this site and identify what, if any, special water quality considerations
are needed. The highly permeable outwash soils identified for this site might warrant special
consideration (e.g., spill containment area may need to be impermeable if applicable, etc.)
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Low Flow Analysis Comments -

Stormwater Management Plan -
1. Page 6-6 - Section 6.2.1.2 - Indicates the Port has reviewed the feasibility of providing infiltration

facilities in Miller, Walker and Des Moines Creeks. The SMP specifically evaluates two subbasins
(SDWIA and SDWIB) for infiltration feasibility. Additionally, the SDN3A and NEPL site and the fill
embankment areas have been deemed unsuitable for infiltration. The results of other feasibility studies
have not been presented in the SMP. Of particular interest is the ASR pond, the SDW2 pond and the
SASA pond sites. Additionally, other subbasins .being served by closed vaults outside of the fill
embankment should be evaluated to determine the feasibility of increased infiltration.

2. Table 6-3a - Reviewer understands that the model for secondary recharge to fill embankment is

counting the same stormwater that is appearing in the stream under the Project-2006 model. These
different model runs represent the range of conditions which might be expected to occur, and therefore
the results of these runs should not be summed.

3. The embankment secondary recharge assumed a high infiltration rate on the fill embankment, which
reportedly resulted in nearly all of the rainwater being infiltrated into the embankment for long-term
storage. The Project-2006 model applied the same rainwater to the surface water system which directs
water to stream and to active groundwater for storage and delivery to stream. The concern is that
stormwater will not be available in one, or both, of these low-flow sources in the quantity assumed by
this analysis. Potentially, resulting in unmitigated baseflow impacts. This concern was raised twice
during the facilitated meetings. No discussion of this issue was found in the December 2000 SMP or
supplemental low flow analysis report.

4. Low flow analysis appears to be comparing future subbasins with 1994 iandcover to future subbasins
with 2006 landcover. This is not a comparison of current stream flows and future stream flows
because of some significant changes in the iandcover composition of some subbasins (i.e., Walker
Creek MC8b conversion to SDW2, see below comments specific to Walker Creek).

5. No operational plan provided for low flow augmentation - How much retention storage is being
proposed and where? When will water be collected? What is basis for determining when it will be
released to stream? What is the release mechanism, pump, valve, automated, manual? How long can
the augmentation flow rate be maintained? What is operational plan for Fall if the stored water has not
been used, or will it be used every year during the statistical low flow period? There is little detail
provided for this proposal to provide an actively managed low flow augmentation.

6. SMP Page 6-9, I stbullet - KCSWDM does not specify minimum allowable infiltration rates. The
sentence would read correctly if "that" was changed to "and".

7. SMP Page 6-9, Site Investigations - Pond F (SDW2), and ASR should be investigated for feasibility of
infiltration.

8. SMP Page 6-9, Infiltration Rates - SDW1A modeled infiltration rate is somewhat greater than
recommended in the infiltration feasibility report (7% greater in model than recommended). The
significance is probably not great as the inflows to the infiltration facilities are being restricted to the
recommended rate.

9. SMP Page 6-9, Infiltration Rates - SDWIB infiltration rates recommended in Appendix F are different
in the report summary and the main text. The report summary recommends that a 0.15 cfs infiltration
rate be used, while the report text recommends a 0.20 cfs infiltration rate. This discrepancy should be
resolved and the HSPF model adjusted, if necessary.

10. SMP Page 6-10 - The statements that using infiltration ponds will increase the period of standing water
are not substantiated. Unlike detention facilities with restricted outlets, infiltration facilities are free-
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draining with no restrictions placed on the rate of discharge (maximum design infiltration rates). There
has been no analysis of any of the proposed facilities for consistency with the stated policy on wildlife
attractants. The facilities have all been modeled with continuous flow models (HSPF and KCRTS)
where periods of standing.water can readily he extracted and analyzed. See DM Basin Plan evaluation
of NW Ponds where the recommended alternative was chosen, in pan, to minimize wildlife attractants.
Nor has the simplified approach of a maximum allowable "drawdown time" been presented for any of
the facility designs.

Port of Seattle, Seattle-Tacoma Airport Master Plan Update, Low Streamflow Analysis, Earth Tech,
Inc., December 2000.

1. Hydrologic modeling approach double counts the precipitation - The same rainwater that is being
introduced into the fill embankment for extended storage until summer low flow periods is the same
rainwater being discharged from active groundwater storage due to PERLND infiltration, being
infiltrated in the proposed infiltration facilities, and being stored in retention vaults for actively
managed low flow augmentation.

2. The 1994 landcover model appears to use the 2006 subbasin delineation. This analysis does not truly
represent the existing instream low flow conditions. The problem is greatest for subbasins like MC8b
being converted into SDW2. It appears less significant for Miller and Des Moines as the points of
analysis are further downstream where the swapping of subbasin landcover areas under 2006
conditions will tend to cancel out (e.g., impervious moved from one subasin appears in an adjacent
subasin, etc.)

3. Only miller creek 2006 conditions HSPF input file was included in the appendices of this report. Input
file representing 1994 landcover not provided in this report, nor in SMP(assumed to be applied to 2006
subbasin delineation). No input files provided for Walker or Des Moines Creek.

4. HSPF input files should be provided using a non-proportional font. The two Miller Creek 2006 input
files provided are poorly formatted. Columns do not line up with headers, and numbers shift left and
right as you move down the columns. These files are not presented in a readily reviewable format.

5. Table G-2 - of the four non-responding properties were assumed to withdraw stream flows at a
combined rate that is 250% of the rate assumed for the 4 properties (excluding orchard) who indicated
water use. This seems to be an inconsistent assumption since most of the responding properties
indicated no water withdrawals.

6. Page 6-10 No discussion of the planned use of stormwater retention for use in summer low-flow
augmentation. The SMP Appendix D drawings show some locations of proposed retention storage.
The low flow report indicates some rates of discharge needed to maintain stream flow during critical
periods, but no further information is provided. Insufficient detail provided to determine if approach is
viable.

7. Walker creek drainage area - From Table 4-1 it appears that approximately 115.4 acres of new
impervious is being added to the Project-2006 landcover assumptions in Des Moines Creek (SDS2 and
SDS4 AGWO not tributary to Walker). This acreage should be removed from the offsite groundwater
source in the Project 2006 Walker Creek model.

8. Is the offsite groundwater being sent to the point of compliance for the low flow analysis?
9. The low flow analysis appears to be restricted to the contributions of SDW2 under 1994 and 2006

conditions, so may not effect low flow numbers at 12th Ave S, but would affect low-flow numbers
downstream of the large headwater wetlands (i.e., flows downstream of Des Moines Way).

10. Cannot determine what was assumed for subbasin delineation or PERLND/IMPLND acreages for
Walker 1994 landcover model. If using 2006 subbasins with 1994 landcover the 1994 stream flows
presented in the low flow analysis are not representative of actual 1994 conditions ( 1994 and 2006
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subbasins have significantly different 1994 landcover). No Walker or Des Moines Creek HSPF input

files provided for low flow analysis.

I 1. Pond F (SDW2) should be investigated for feasibility of infiltration.

12. Walker Creek low flow analysis should be confirmed using observed flow data from gauge 42C which

was located just downstream of Des Moines Way. Comparisons to the basin calibration model showed
very good low-flow correlation of the calibration model flows to the manually measured flow readings.
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December 2000 SMP, Suggested Grouping of Comments for Resolution.

GROUP 1A: ASR Site and Appendix

1. Flow Control design consistent with future landcover (e.g., -0.83 acres future effective
impervious not modeled).

2. Assess ASR pond site for infiltration feasibility.

3. Assess whether offsite flows can be directed through facility.

4. Reassess flow control performance

5. KCSWDM fencing requirements

8. Water Quality treatment for all pollution generating surfaces (i.e., -1 acre of gravel
surface subject to vehicular use).

7. Water quality treatment facilities (filter strips) are incompatible with conceptual design.
Filter strips are not shown. No room between edge of shoulder and conveyance ditch to
provide filter strips.

8. Storage and transfer of fuel is assumed due to a box marked "FUEL" on the plan sheet.
This has potential water quality, source controls, and other applicable rules/regulations
should be dealt with. Concern of fuel storage on gravel surface above outwash soils.
Spill containment measures, as applicable, should include an impervious containment
area.

9.

APPENDIX B2 MILLER AND WALKER -
1. Resolve discrepancies between tables and input files (acreages, PERLND parameters,

etc).

2. Provide HSPF inputfiles that generate the calibration results presented in the report.

3. Verify output results presented reflect current calibration. Update as needed.

4. Provide maps showing existing subbasins used in calibration.

5.
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GROUP 2: Walker Creek -

6. Remove landcovers with 0.00 acreages from HSPF input files, Pre-Project, Project-2006
and Project-1994 (if exists).

7. Model "Airport Fill"consistent with Appendix A and other basin models. Note: Appendix A
appears to be internally inconsistent.

__.8. Use existing subbasin landcover to define existing "in-stream" flows. Provide input files
used in low-flow analysis.

__.9. Use existing subbasin landcover, with 75-15-10 rule applied to define flow control
allowable release rates.

10. Assess SDW2 pond site for infiltration feasibility.

11. Reassess flow control compliance

12. KCSWDM fencing requirements. Show fence as needed on plan.

13. Reassess low-flow statistics

14. Future condition model should account for change in pervious landcover (in Des
Moines Creek model) when evaluating the out of basin groundwater transfers. There is
-115 acres of impervious added which would reduce the amount of groundwater
recharge to Walker Creek.

15. 11/7 - RESOLVED: Hart Crowser and PGG concur, per email, that excavation
for temporary Pond B will not breach the aquitard. The Port will evaluate additional
mitigation measures to reduce seepage inflow. Details and/or notes re: potential
mitigation measures to reduce seepage will be provided in the revised HNTB drawings
included as an SMP appendix.

16.
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GROUP 3: Miller Creek Pre/Post

1. Remove landcovers with 0.00 acreages from HSPF input files, Pre-Project, Project-2006
and Project-1994 (if exists).

2. Model "Airport Fill" consistent with Appendix A and other basin models. Note: Appendix A
appears to be internally inconsistent.

3. SDN4/4X impervious landcover discrepancy. Reevaluate SDN2X/4X vault flow control
performance.

4. MC16, MC4 landcover discrepancies.

5. Low Flow Analysis - Apply precipitation only once.

6. Low Flow Analysis - Assumed water usage of non-respondents to survey

7. Low Flow augmentation proposal (retention/reuse). Storage provided, operational plan.

8. SDWlA hydraulics and infiltration

• Pre-infiltration vault stage-discharge relationship. (stage variable or constant)

• Evaluate vault overtopping under gravity drain conditions

• Overflows from vault going to detention or infiltration (design shows to detention,
model sends to infiltration)

• Is infiltration discharge from pond via a pump system? Should be indicated if correct.
Should be modeled was variable stage-disc:harge if not.

• Provide sizing information and conceptual design of infiltration facility.

• KCSWDM fencing requirements

• Post-construction infiltration performance verification.

9. SDWlB hydraulics and infiltration

• Infiltration discharge stage-discharge relationship. (stage variable or constant)

• Model hydraulics don't match design (e.g., constant discharge, flow-splitter,
maintaining discharge to stream at flows less than infiltration flow-split.

• Wetland discharges. Why only recharge during large infrequent events? How was
wetland recharge evaluated without any modeling specific to this separate outfall?
Model pond with 2 outlets: to wetland, and to flow-splitter. Model flow-splitter as two
outlet reservoir, to infiltration, and to stream. Note: most flow-splitter will send all
flows less than infiltration design rate to infiltration. Follow this approach, or
demonstrate how flow-splitter will maintain constant discharge to infiltration and head
variable discharge to stream.

• Is infiltration discharge from pond via a pump system? Should be indicated if correct.
Should be modeled was variable stage-discharge if not. Appears gravity drain is
feasible and therefore should be used.

• How will removal of "West Side Office" be handled in conjunction with pond
construction?

• Timeseries extracted to WDM for "reinfUtration" is taken from a different point than
was done with SDWlA. Why?. The infiltrated discharge is available as second
discharge from FTAB257, but not used. What is reasoning of taking this subbasin's
flows out prior to being infiltrated?

• Provide sizing information and conceptual design of infiltration facility.
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• KCSWDM fencing requirements

• Post-construction infiltration performance verification.

10. Conceptual plan for infiltration facilities. Plan, x-section, seasonal high GW,
testing locations, etc.

11. SDN1 vault conceptual plan showing wetpool storage.

12. SDN1 - Fix inconsistency with facility outflow flow frequency results.

13. SDN3/3X - Facility not strictly in compliance at low end. Try enlarging bottom
orifice, and perhaps raising 2r_ orifice.

14. Point of compliance analysis at Lake Reba outflow. Facilitated Meeting action
item.

15.
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Group 4: Des Moines Creek

1. Remove landcovers with 0.00 acreages from HSPF input files, Pre-Project, Project-2006
and Project-1994 (if exists).

2. Model "Airport Fill" consistent with Appendix A and other basin models. Note: Appendix A
appears to be internally inconsistent.

3. DM3 landcovers don't match summary table for calibration model.

4. DM1 PERLND 54 acreage discrepancy calibration vs. pre-project and project-2006.

5. Adjust SASA sizing as needed.

6. Provide conceptual design of SASA facility.

7. DM26 PERLND 26 AGWO

8. IWS pump stations with overflows to stream are not modeled with assumptions
consistent with Table 4-3.

9. SDS POC - The duration results does not provide sufficient number of flow cutoffs at low-
flow end to determine if compliance is met.

10. SDS POC - Indicate which POC these results represent. Provide the other POC
results also.

11. SDS POC#2 - If offsite subbasins are included in POC analysis, the 10%
tolerance cannot be used. Alternatively, the POC#2 could be setup to only look at the
project site's contribution to this downstream hydrologic point (i.e., add an additional node
to model to separate out the project site and offsite flows)

12. Include Executel Pond in pre-project model.

13. Include Tyee Pond in pre-project model. Will affect the S 200 thPOC results.

AR 031359
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Group 5: Volume I and Other Appendices

1. Structural Feasibility above ground vaults

2. Maintenance Feasibility above ground and deeper than standard vaults.

3. Consistency of infiltrationfeasibility report, is the SDW1B recommended infiltrationrate
0.15 cfs or 0.20 cfs?

4. Volume 1 comments. Infiltration feasibility statements, use of 2006 subbasins to define
existing instream flows and predeveloped release rates.

5. Table A-3 - Comments/Questions

• Do dates reflect current schedule (e.g., SDS4, SR509)?

• What is corresponding mitigation schedule?

• Which projects include mitigations in SMP, which do not?

• Is SASh, really sized for fire station, Westin Hotel, etc.? Needs to be discussed,
since future landcover cannot be verified with level of mapping in SMP.

• 154th/156th Relocation Flow Control

• "LANDSLIDE" or"LANDSIDE" improvements?

6. Page 7-9 SDN1 wetvault sizing needs to account for the airport fill draining to the vault.
The Appendix D conceptual drawings need to show the wetpool storage, Clearly indicate
wetpool storage as different from retention for flow augmentation.

7. Found several vaults with extra dead storage which appear to be stormwater retention for
low-flow augmentation. How will this be operated? How much storage? Etc. This level
of information should be included in SMP.

8. Table 7-8 updates not addressed

9.

January 12,2000
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Enclosure #2 - Final Review Comments - December 2000Comprehensive Stormwater ManagementPlan - Master Plan
Update Improvements - Seattle-Tacoma International Airport - Port of Seattle - Parametrix Inc

Group 6: Low Flow Analysis

1. Use of future subbasins to define existing instream flows.

2. Summation of resultant outflows from multiple HSPF runs representing the range of
expected hydrologic conditions.

3. Evaluation of infiltration feasibility overstated. Infiltration feasibility has not been
assessed in Walker or Des Moines basins.

4. Operational plan for actively managed retention storage and low-flow augmentation.
How much retention storage is being provided? When will it be stored? When will it be
applied to stream?

5. Water withdrawal assumptions for survey non-respondents. Why all assumed to
withdraw when most respondents indicated no water withdrawal? Why is the assumed
rate of withdrawal significantly greater than those that responded (Orchard execpted)?

6. Maintenance Feasibility above ground and deeper than standard vaults.

7. HSPF input files used to generate results. No 1994 existing condition models provided.
Only Miller Creek 2006 model provided (twice). HSPF input files should be provided in a
non-proportional font. The input files provided (two versions of Miller 2006) are poorly
formatted, columns do not line up correctly, which is needed to facilitate review.

8. Consistency of infiltration feasibility report, is the SDWIB recommended infiltration rate
0.15 cfs or 0.20 cfs?

9. Upper Walker Creek gauge should be used to confirm low-flow analysis assumptions for
1994 existing conditions. The comparison of flows at 12th Ave S. should be retained.

AR 031361
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Enclosure #3 Annotated Review Comments Related to December 2000

Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan

Sea-Tac Airport Third Runway 401 Permit Negotiations

MEETING NOTES SUMMARY

October 2ndthrough December 8th,2000

Annotations made by King County Reviewer Febuary 5, 2001.

This Meeting Notes Summary is a compilation of discussionsregarding issues related to a
• potential 401 Permit from the Department of Ecology for the Port of Seattle's proposed

Stormwater Master Plan Update and third runway construction. This summary has been
developed to facilitate additional discussions on specific issues. Material from individual
meeting notes regarding process logistics has not been included. Floyd & Snider Inc. has
prepared the notes and this summary.

Please reply to Rachel at (206) 292-2078, fax (206) 682-7867, rachelm@floyd-snider.comwith
comments on the accuracy of these notes by 5pm,Wednesday,12/13/00.

Definition of Terms Used in these Notes

The purpose of these technical discussions is to clarify known issues and submittal
requirementsfor documentsadequatefor Ecologyand publicreview. Discussionsof potential
401 conditionlanguagein these notes are subjectiveonly. Languageincludedin these notes
does not in any way presupposean Ecologydecision regarding401 issuance or preclude
developmentof 401 requirementsor conditionsfollowingreviewof the full record.

Resolution(qeneral): The use of variationsofthe term"resolution"are forthe purposesof these
negotiationsand refer only to the work of these technical negotiationsbetween the Port of
Seattle and the Departmentof Ecology. The terms are notintendedto implythat, throughthese
negotiationsonly, any issue has reached "final" resolution. Final resolutionis subject to
Ecology'sreceipt and approvalof necessary documentation,subsequentpublic review and
comment,evaluationof publiccommentandthe finalpermitdecision.

Resolved: The term "resolved" is used in these notesto mean that subsequent discussion of
the issue is not necessary in these negotiations. This term assumes that subsequent
documentation submitted on these issues will be consistent with the meeting discussions, and
be adequate for public review.

Resolution Pendinq Review of Additional Information: This phrase is used to indicate that a
possible or likely solution to the issue was identified in the meeting. Additional information will
be submitted for review, and further discussion in these meetings will determine whether the
issue is "resolved".

Action Items Defined for Further Discussion: This phrase is used to indicate that the issue was
discussed, and action items defined for the production of additional information or
documentation. Following submittal of such additional information, the issue requires further
discussion.

AR 031362
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Floyd & Srfider X.c. Sea-Tac Airport Third Runway 401 Permit Negotiations I
Modified by King County Reviewer Meeting Notes Summary

DOCUMENTATION OF NEGOTIATIONS: MASTER LIST OF ISSUES

Ecology and the Port have agreed to maintain a single "master list of issues" that is updated at
each meeting during these negotiations. It has been agreed that individual participants in these
negotiations will not maintain other lists of issues separate from this master list. The following
summary table is used to document this master list of 401 Permit technical issues.

All issues included on the list have been identified by the Port or Ecology for resolution prior to
issuance of the 401 permit. Resolution of these issues is the purpose of these technical
negotiations. It is recognized that additional issues requiring resolution may be identified
through public comment.

Definition of these issues and actions to resolve are included in meeting notes. Any comment
on this master list of issues should be directed to Kate Snider at Floyd & Snider.

401 Technical Issues RESOLVED RESOLUTION ACTION ITEMS NOT YET

Requiring Resolution PENDING DEFINED FOR DISCUSSED
REVIEW OF FURTHER

ADDITIONAL DISCUSSION
INFORMATION

Admlnistratlve

• Documentation,master listof v"
issues

• Clarificationof purposeof v"
thesediscussions

1. Stormwater Master Plan- Detention Sizing
Key IssuesDiscussed10/2

• BasinAcreageDiscrepancies v"
• Use of differentTarget Flow v"

Regimesfor differentbasins
• Permeabilityassumptionsof v"

Airportfillmaterial
• Infiltrationevaluationof V"

detentionponds
• Projecteffecton LowStream v"

Flows(BaseFlows)
• Use anddocumentationof v"

HSPF andKCRTS models

• NorthEmployeesParkingLot v"
• SDW2 landuseconditions v"

• SASA facilityvolumes v"
• SASAfacilitycompliancewith v"

KC off-site flow criteria

• SDS-7, SDS3-A, SDS-3, v"
SDS-2, 5, 6 collectionareas

• New informationfor Walker ,(
Creekcalibration

• IWS model inputconsistency v"
withSMP

• SDE-3 conditions v"
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Floyd & Snider Inc. Sea-Tac Airport Third Runway 401 Permit Negotiations I
Modifiedby KingCountyReviewer Meeting Notes Summary

401 Technical Issues RESOLVED RESOLUTION ACTION ITEMS NOT YET

Requiring Resolution PENDING DEFINED FOR DISCUSSED
REVIEW OF FURTHER

ADDITIONAL DISCUSSION
INFORMATION

Add'l Issues Discussed 10/6

• IWS Pump station overflow v"
modeling

• IWS Pump station land use v"
values

• IWS Pump station routing of v"
water quality design storm

• IWS Lacjooncapacities v"

• Modeling of potential IWS v"
Lagoon overflow

• Filter Strip BMPs v"
• IWS treatment performance v"
• SDN1-OFF v"

• SDN-6 Cargo v"

• SDW 1B impacts to Wetland v"
39B

• Des Moines Creek Basin Plan v"
consistency

• All items in the 9/14/00 King
County comment letter not v"
specifically listed above

2. Flow augmentation for Des v"
Moines Creek

3. Potential South Access v"
Road impacts to Tyee Pond

4. Borrow Site #3 hydrology v"

5. HPA 1401 issuance v"
relationship

Add'l Issues Raised by Ecoloqy on 10/10
• Potential impacts of SR 509 v"

Interchange
• Potential aquitard breaches in v"

Walker Creek basin

• Runway De-Icing / Dissolved _,
Oxygen study

• Compliance with Kludt v"
settlement

• Contaminated soil stockpile v"
facility

• Structural feasibility of v"
proposed big vaults

• NEPA/SEPA revision timin9 v'
Natural Resources Mitigation Plan (Issues raised by Ecology on 10/10, discussed 10/13)
• NRMP consistency with SMP ,,"
• Maintenance of wetland 18,

37, 39B hydrology ,/ AR 031364
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Floyd & Snider Xnc. Sea-Tac Airport Third Runway 401 Permit Negotiations ]
Modified by King County Reviewer Meeting Notes Summary

401 Technical Issues RESOLVED RESOLUTION ACTION ITEMS NOT YET

Requiring Resolution PENDING DEFINED FOR DISCUSSED
REVIEW OF FURTHER

ADDITIONAL DISCUSSION
INFORMATION

• NRMP incorporationof
technical responses to v"
previously identified issues

• S. AccessRoad/'l'yeePond v"
Impacts

• Vacca Farm floodplainhabitat v"
designelements

• Stormwaterpond cross v"
sections

• Performancestandards v"

• Documentationof indirect v"
impacts

• Wetland delineations v'

• Documentationof Miller v"
Creekbuffer

• Fencing/signagefor buffers/ v"
mitigationareas

• RestrictiveCovenantfor v"
Auburnmitigationsite

• Bufferplantinginarea of v"
potentialRDF

• Wetlandimpactanalysisof v"
IWS expansion

• Sourceof irrigationwater for v"
mitigationareas

• MiticjationFund v"
NPDES Major Modification v"
Add'l IssuesRaisedby EcoloR,Yon 10/20
• Timingof Corpspublicnotice v"
• Temp. const,stagingarea v"

w/inSASAfootprint
• WaterqualityBMPs (401/402) v"
• Lagoon#3 potentialdirect v"

impacts
• Add'lwetlandson Auburnsite v"

• 401 relationshipto A.O./Gov. v"
Cert. for MTCAGW study

• Potentiallycontaminated
propertiesin S. Runway v"
ProtectionZone

• SoilQuality at BorrowSites v"
• Potentialconfirmationof

groundwaterqualityw/in v"
embankment

I

• Constructionstormwater v"
management AR 031365

• CleanAir and CZM v"
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Floyd & Snider Inc. Sea-Tac Airport Third Runway 401 Permit Negotiations 1
Modified by King County Reviewer Meeting Notes Summary

401 Technical Issues RESOLVED RESOLUTION ACTION ITEMS NOT YET

Requiring Resolution PENDING DEFINED FOR DISCUSSED
REVIEW OF FURTHER

ADDITIONAL DISCUSSION
INFORMATION

• Compatibility of potential RDF v"
and Tyee mitigation

Add'lSMP IssuesIdentifiedon 10/27

• SDWIA facility sizin_l ,/
• SMP Clarification regarding v"

water quality BMPs

1. STORMWATER MASTER PLAN ISSUES

Issue: Basin Acreage Discrepancies

10/2 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Parametrixprovideda table describinghow watershed
areas weregroupedthat clarifiesinformationand likelyresolvesdiscrepancy. Possibleexplanationis
that Walker Creek acreageswere doublecounted duringreview. KingCounty will reviewtable to
confirm.

An additional80-acre discrepancyisdue to the differencebetweenpre-and post-conditionsfor lakes
and detentionponds. Parametrixwill describethis discrepancy,as a table with annotations. King
Countywillreview.

10/6 - RESOLVED: Parametrixprovideda supplementaltable definingpre- and post- acreages,
includingconditionsfor lakes and detentionponds. The table was reviewedand resolvedprevious
questionsraisedaboutthe information.

Table 4-1 appears to compare 2006 subbasins to 2006 subbasins. This is not a comparison of
pre- and post- developed acreages.

Issue: Use of different Target Flow Regimes for different basins

10/2 - RESOLVED:All detentionfacilitieswill be designedbasedon 75% Forested,15% grass,and
10% impervioussurfacetarget flow regime. This willresult in re-designof basinssuch as SDWo3A,
SDW-1A, SDW-1B, SDW-2, SDN-2X, SDS-2, SDS-5 and SDS-6.

Three subbeeins do not meet this test. NEPL site has been requested for approval to vary
from the standard. SDW2 and SDN4/4x also do not appear to meet this criterion.

Issue: Permeability assumptions of Airport fill material

1012- RESOLVED: Permeabilityof fill material used for the Draft SMP is acceptable. However,
artifactsremain in SMP text based on fill permeabilityassumptionsfrom previousversionsof the
SMP. SMPtextwillbe revisedto removediscrepancies.

Fill material is beinq modeled differently in each of the 3 basin models. This is a reintroduced
problem. The understanding was that fill would be modeled with same parameters (exception
being OEEPFR) across each basin (i.e., fill is fill). DEEPFR was to be set to the basin specific
conditions. See table in Enclosure 2.
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Sea-Tac Airport Third Runway 401 Permit Negotiations
Floyd & Snider Inc.
Modified by King County Reviewer Meeting Notes Summary

Issue: Infiltration evaluation of detention ponds

10/2 - RESOLVED: Although the Port will evaluate the infiltration potential of detention ponds,
detention volumes will not be reduced based on this evaluation, nor will the evaluation be used to
request base-flow mitigation credit.

Designed infiltration into embankments will not be considered, based on Port geotechnical evaluation
and long-term embankment stabilityconcerns. Port will send memo documentinggeotechnical
evaluationto Ecology.

Port has evaluated infiltration for some subbasins (SDW1A, SDW1B_NEPL_embankment fill I
and perhaps in SDN3A). Infiltration will likely need to be assessed in SDW2 and ASR to meet
performance standards. Infiltration may also be feasible at other facility locations outside the
embankment footprint. The SMP leads one to believe that infiltration has been evaluated for
all facilities. If southis information is not included in 12/00 SMP.

Infiltration is beinq used to reduce facility sizes. This is acceptable under the KCSWDM.
Infiltration is beinq considered a baea-flow mitigation credit. Also acceptable. The above
summary predates the latest POS proposal.

The County and State are working toqether on post-construction performance verification
requirments. Kinq County currently requires this verification on larger projects using
infiltration. Experience has shown infiltration facility performance to vary widely. The
feasibility study does indicate infiltration should be effective_however, there will likely need to
be additional rate testing before final design and to better determine the seasonal hiqh water
level. Ecology may want to consider some form of post construction performance
verification.

Editor's Note:. Additionaldiscussionregardinginfiltrationevaluationis includedlater in these notes
underthe issueheading"SDWlA facilitysizing"on 11/29.

Issue: Project Effect on Low Stream Flows (originally called Base Flows)

10/2. ACTION ITEMS DEFINED FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION: Port will summarize modeling
conclusionsrelatedto base flow. This work will include: 1) reviewallocationof mass balance re:
componentcontributionsto base flow; 2) convert HSPF model outputto hydrographform to better
definebase flowconditionsduringcriticalsummerlowflow periods.

Not found in SMP. Allocation of mass balance could be used to help resolve the use of the
same rainfall to recharge embankment and also sent to infiltration facilities_ retention
facilities_ directly to .qroundwaterl and directly to stream via detention. Althouqh relevant
HSPF input files have not been provided1the described approach would very likely double
count precipitation unless properly addressed. Since the issue was not raised in the SMP or
low flow report: it can only be assumed that mass balance rules are violated.

The two HSPF runs that were made represent the range of hydrologic conditions which miqht
be expected by the fill embankment. One analysis assumed the embankment was hiqhly
infiltrative and the other assumed much lower infiltration capacity combined with surface
detention and infiltration. It is not appropriate to sum the results of these analyses.
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Floyd &Smdet Inc. Sea-Tac Airport Third Runway 401 Permit Negotiations I
Modifiedby KingCountyReviewer Meeting Notes Summary

Based on that documentation, Ecology, King County and Port will further discuss: 1) conclusions
regarding potential negative impacts to base flow; 2) use of offset for other non-hydrologic factors; 3)
contributions to base flow from embankment discharge.

Limited discussions occurred durinq facilitated meetinqs. The low flow report approach was
verbally presented. Several of the questions raised remain unanswered. E.g.,

What is the infiltration rate assumed into the embankment? Not found in report. Indication is
that outwash-like infiltration rates were used.

How will analysis that assumes one rate of infiltration for embankment recharqe and a second
infiltration rate for surface water analysis avoid double countinq the precipitation?

Non-hydroloqic factors. Stream withdrawal rates of property owners who didn't respond to
survey were assumed to provide 250% of the flows assiqned to those that responded
positively about water use (excludinq the orchard). Based on the percent of respondents who
indicated no water withdrawals, and the rates indicated for those that did respond positively, it
appears the assumed rate of withdrawal of non-respondents is much hiqher than would be
expected.

10/6 - A(_TION ITEMS DEFINED FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION: Parametrix summarized progress
on action items applicable to all three basins (Des Moines, Miller and Walker). 1) Work is underway
re: allocation of mass balance to determine component contributions to base flow. 2) Norm
Crawford, HSPF author, is developing an allocation analysis on a unit basis by soil type. This will
provide an independent check and explain implications of perlnd factors. Results of items 1 and 2 will
be included in Appendix F. 3) Pacific Groundwater Group will work with the Port team to discuss
correlation/conceptual interface of the "SLICE" modeling performed for Ecology aquifer study and the
hydrogeologic modeling done with HSPF by the 3'd Runway team. The deliverable for this work will
be a technical memo for reviewers that will not be included in the SMP. 4) Parametrix is developing
hydrograph output isolating the "AGWO" groundwater input component of base flow for low-flow
periods at in-stream points (such as RDF, SR 509, and near mouth for Des Moines Creek).
Hydrograph output of all contributions will additionally be developed for comparison. KCR requested
that this work additionally include some statistics re: change over 48 years as a % increase or
decrease in base flows during critical low-flow periods. KCR will provide requirements for statistics to
Parametrix. Model parameters for the fill material will be based on the parameters described on page
A-17 of the 8/00 SMP, with the exception of the DEEPFR variable which would be set to value used
throughout the stream basin.

Status of base flow action items will be reviewed at the 10/13 meeting. Objective is to communicate
the result regarding potential negative impact to base flows at critical low-flow periods as soon as
possible.

Recommendation was to provide statistics over a ranqe of timeperiods ranqinq from daily to
seasonally. The low-flow report uses 7-day low flow statistics and Auqust September averaqe
flows. This is not the same level of detail as recommended by KCR. However, it may be
adequate for Ecoloqy reviewer to make decision.

See above discussion of Airport Fill HSPF parameters. This has not been implemented
consistently.

No materials were submitted at 10/13 meetinq. Believe this to be the meetinq where a lot of
numbers were presented verbally, see discussion above.

AR 031368
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Floyd & $nider Inc. Sea-Tac Airport Third Runway 401 Permit Negotiations I
Modified by KingCounty Reviewer Meeting Notes Summary

10113 - RI_;OLUTION PENDING REVIEW: All base flow action items documented in 10/6 meeting
notes are underway. Consultation held with Norm Crawford, PGG, Hart Crowser, Earth Tech and
Parametrix regarding correlation between HSPF stormwater modeling and PGG modeling determined
that: 1) embankment fill is expected to behave as reported in the PGG report and as observed on-
site, delaying water discharge; and 2) HSPF model not suited for analysis of this condition due to
small area of embankment fill influence, aggregate inflow parameter, the short duration of storage in
the upper fill zone, and insufficient data to calibrate HSPF to represent condition of embankment fill
soils. Results of the consultation recommend that the Hydrous model used by PGG be rerun using
HSPF output for initial infiltration as input to the Hydrous model in order to analyze all components
effecting base flows. In addition, other non-hydrologic affects (i.e. septic tanks) will be evaluated but
not "modeled" in Hydrous. The results of this analysis will be documented in a technical memo as
late summer (low-flow period) hydrographs (or table of this information) at specific performance points
with an accounting sheet of considered contribution/reduction sources. This technical memo will be
referenced in both the SMP and the NRMP. Ecology's Dave Garland will review this deliverable.

10/20 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: A summary of base flow work will be presented at the
10/27 meeting.

10127 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: A summary of ongoing base flow work was presented.
Modeling has been performed by both PGG and Hart Crowser to evaluate the effect of the
embankment on creek base flows. Both studies support a delayed water discharge effect from the
embankment fills to the creek, potentially augmenting late-summer Miller Creek low flows. Efforts are
underway to extrapolate the unit-area results for the full fill footprint. Embankment behavior results
will be integrated with HSPF results and non-hydrological effects to develop a combined evaluation of
net project effect on base flows, focusing on the August/September low flow periods, at specific in-
stream locations. The study does not currently take into account secondary infiltration of runway
pavement runoff. This input could be evaluated if analysis without it identifies a potential base flow
concern.

The product of this work effort will be a technical memo that can be referenced by both the SMP and
NRMP. The base flow technical memo is expected to be submitted for Ecology review mid-
November.

10/31 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Preliminary results of base flow analysis, for Des Moines
Creek Basin at a minimum, will be presented 11/7. Technical memo will be submitted in mid-
November.

11/7 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: The cumulative base flow evaluation (HSPF model,
embankment seepage, non-hydrologic effects) is underway. HSPF results for all 3 basins will also
look at the effect of long-term drawdowns of the detention facilities. King County will provide
information to the Port and Ecology regarding potential water quality effects of vault storage. King
County will also verify whether the base flow analysis should be for low-flow monthly averages or for
a 7-day low flow period.

Evaluation of the embankment's effects shows there is good correlation between Hart Crowser and
PGG modeling. Both models predict an increase in Miller Creek base flow in August and September
from the embankment. Neither Walker nor Des Moines Creeks show an appreciable increase or
decrease in base flow caused by embankment seepage. These results will be added to the HSPF
results and non-hydrologic effects in order to determine the cumulative effects on base flow.

11/13 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Analysis is underway. Results will require QC review
before completion of the final draft Base Flow Technical Memo.

11/29 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Analysis underway examines Low Stream Flows and it
was agreed that "Low Stream Flows" is a more correct name for this issue. Preliminary results of
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Sea-Tac Airport Third Runway 401 Permit NegotiationsFloyd & Snider Inc.
Modified by KingCounty Reviewer MeetingNotesSummary

HSPF August/September average flows and 7-day, 2-year low flows were discussed for each basin.
Preliminary results of precipitation infiltration and delayed discharge through the embankment fill
soils, infiltration through biofiltration strips and swales of runoff from impervious areas, and non-
hydrological effects (changes in cultural influences) were discussed. A final tech memo will be
prepared based on these analyses and will compare these analyses to the analysis performed in the
1999 submittal. The HSPF portion of the final tech memo will be consistent with the facilities
proposed in the final draft SMP.

12/8 - RESOLVED: As discussed in previous meetings, a technical memorandum regarding project
effect on low stream flows will be part of the package that is released for public comment. The
technical memorandum will be referenced by both the SMP and the NRMP. The memo will describe
combined project effect on low stream flows based on HSPF results, embankment discharge
evaluation and cultural (non-hydrological) effects. The HSPF results for critical low stream flows will
now include effects of the designed infiltration facilities at SDWlA and SDW 1B.

For areas where it is determined that the project will have negative impacts on critical low stream
flows, stormwater storage in excess of detention requirements will be reserved specifically for low-
flow augmentation purposes. There will not be a separate Flow Augmentation Plan produced for any
of the basins. The SMP and Low-Flow Stream Flow memo will show no overall low-flow impacts due
to a combination of detention, infiltration and stormwater retained specifically for low-flow release.

Documents produced for public comment will include proposed flow augmentation facilities, with
accompanying monitoring and operational description.

Insufficient information provided on the stormwater retention for flow auqmentation facilities.
No operational plan, no indication on the volume of stormwater retention. Indication is that
there is enou.qh stora,qe provided for two weeks of auqmentation at the rates indicated in the
low flow report. No indication as to when this would be delivered to stream.

Issue: Use and documentation of HSPF and KCRTS models

10/2 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: All agreed that use of HSPF model is appropriate, and
HSPF results are authoritative for detention decisions. The KCRTS model will continue to be used for

preliminary sizing and definition of input parameters for HSPF.

Inconsistencies between the KCRTS results presented in Attachment F of Appendix A of the Draft
SMP and HSPF input parameters will be resolved through the following action items: 1) King County
will provide runoff files for use in running KCRTS model; 2) Parametrix will use runoff files to rerun
KCRTS model, adjust HSPF input parameters (F tables) and re-run HSPF; 3) a revised Appendix A
will be delivered to King County for review. Revised flow duration graphs will be plotted using a
normal scale. Electronic files will additionally be delivered to King County.

Group assumptions are that resultant revisions will have the following characteristics: 1) KCRTS and
HSPF input should be the same, with the exception of input regarding grading of detention ponds.
Any additional discrepancies need documentation. 2) Output from the two models will be different
because the models vary in approach. However, output from the two models should be very similar,
and resultant stage/discharge curves should line up; 3) Performance goals for detention are
unchanged.

SDN-1 (SDN-1, SDN-1LWR) was originally not modeled in HSPF. This modeling has been
completed and will be included in the deliverables listed above.

AR 031370
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Floyd & Snider Inc. Sea-Tac Airport Third Runway 401 Permit Negotiations I
Modified by King County Reviewer Meeting Notes Summary

The revisions described above should address specific King County questions regarding performance
of Facility 3X and others. King County provided a written description of specific facility performance
concerns that should be addressed by this work.

A.qreed. This analysis is almost complete. A finite number of inconsistencies and problems
are noted in the KCR review comments. See KCR review comments_ Enclosure 2.

10/6 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Between 10/2 and 10/6, KCR provided new runoff files for
Parametrix re-run of the HSPF modeling. Preliminary review of model results for Des Moines and
Walker basins show the anticipated consistency between KCRTS runoff files and HSPF output, and
confirm sizing of detention facilities. Miller basin results were inconclusive due to possible errors or
inconsistencies in runoff files.

King County to review and verify runoff files and resend to Parametrix 10/9/00. New files will include
revision to fill parameters. Parametrix submitted electronic files to King County to assist review and
verification. King County will also send Parametrix KCRTS rainfall records for comparison with
HSPF.

Example reformat of graphs is acceptable to King County.

KCR suggested adjusting orifice capacities so that low end of target flows are still achieved and
overflows are minimized. Clarification was made that model can be used with three orifices.

Parametrix submission of model results to KCR for review will be incremental, as follows: 1) Revised
Appendix B (Walker Creek Calibration); 2) Revised Appendix A materials separately submitted for
each basin [Des Moines, Walker (following number 1, above) and Miller (following resolution of runoff
file problem)].

10/13 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: The Miller Creek runoff file error/inconsistency was
found, and work is underway to model this basin. Parametrix submitted the revised Appendix A
material for Des Moines Creek basin to King County and Ecology.

10/20 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: All necessary Des Moines Creek Basin deliverables
have been provided to King County. Walker Creek Basin pond sizing / HSPF and KCRTS model runs
are complete and will be provided to King County 10/23.

Consultant J. Brasher is confirming additional source of error in Miller Creek runoff files for HSPF /
KCRTS comparison. HSPF model run completed for all but 3 ponds. Submittal of Miller Creek
deliverables targeted for the coming week.

INCORRECT. The problem was with the Parametrix HSPF model, not with the KCR generated
runoff files. The problem stemmed from havin.q the areas designated as Airport Fill not bein.q
included as runoff. This lead to the inconsistencies discussed above. Other, less siqniflcant
adjustments were made to use the exact same evaporation record, and to model airport fill per
the a.qreement described above, rather than how Parametrix had been modelinq it previously.
Note: Airport Fill is aqain beinq modeled differently in each basin.

10/24 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Walker Creek Basin pond sizing / HSPF and KCRTS
model runs will be delivered to King County today. King County received and reviewed the Des
Moines Creek Basin package that did not contain the latest model information for SASA. King County
will review SASA and provide comments as necessary (to be discussed Friday 10/27). Overall, the
material presented in the Des Moines Basin deliverable meets performance goals and none of the
comments provided and listed below would change the outcomes/pond sizes presented in the
material. Results from the discussion of the deliverable include:
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Floyd & Snider Inc. Sea-Tac Airport Third Runway 401 Permit Negotiations I
Modified by King County, Reviewer Meeting Notes Summary

• Consistent approach between basins needed for including or not including existing large
storage facilities in the model for pre-developed conditions. King County has no preference.
Parametrix will evaluate whether to include or to exclude these facilities.

Larqe storaqes beinq treated differently. The Tyee pond was removed from the Des
Moines Creek Pre-Proiect model (all other reqional facilities included in both pre-
project and proiect-2006 models). This tends to overestimate the flow miti.qations
provided by this project at the S 200 St location. However, this is not a point of
compliance beinq used to verify facility performance under KCSWDM.

Parametrix will clarify and address discrepancies in input files (basins DM3, DM9, DM14).
Still some non-STIA subbasins being modeled differently under pre-proiect and
project-2006 conditions (e.q., D3, D41 D5, D13 show significant chanqe in impervious
surface). It is not known what future development this is accountinq for 1nor what the
associated mitiqations are 1if any? These should be corrected without chanqinq other
aspects of the basin models.

• Parametrix will include a stage corresponding to riser overflow in the summary table of
KCRTS/HSPF comparison. King County recommends including a stage at which every
orifice kicks in.

Adequately addressed. Not all routinq tables have stages corresponding to riser
overflow, but revised facilities rarely overtop so the interpolation problems observed
before are not a problem now. About 1/2 of the facilities have staqes corresponding to
orifice heiqhts. Althouqh this would more accurate capture points of chanqe in the
staqe-dischar.qe curve1 it was not determined to be critical issue durinq review. No
action requested.

• Parametrix will clarify when presenting volumes in F Tables, Appendix C and SMP whether
the volume refers to volume of storage provided (top of riser) or to volume of storage at a
maximum modeled stage. Parametrix will ensure that volumes presented in the model and
Appendix C are the same (F Tables 40, 43).

Report uses maximum modeled staqe for proposed facilities, regardless of whether
the maximum water surface was above or below the primary overflow elevation. Issue
adequately addreseedl no comment.

• Parametrix will clarify which are and which are not overflows, why, and ensure that they are
modeled consistently.

Some of the overflows are modeled differently than shown in the conceptual plans (e.g.,
SDWl A, SDWlB).

• King County recommends including a stage at 17.5 feet in SDS-3.

• Parametrix will double check that the 256 discharge combines with the 98 ac/ft discharge
before releasing and clarify this in the schematic and model.

• Parametrix will review pre- and post- land use values in off-site basins (DM3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, and 22) to make values consistent or clarify why values are different.

• Parametrix will adjust duration plots to capture points in the range of flows that are most
pertinent (adjustment to User-defined class limit and check of data set re: annual peaks).

• Parametrix will label the location of the POC in the model.

AR 031372
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Floyd & Snider Inc. Sea-Tac Airport Third Runway 401 Permit Negotiations I
Modifiedby KingCountyReviewer Meeting Notes Summary

SDS (west branch Des Moines Creek) has two POCs defined in model. There is only one set
of results labeled SDS-POC in Appendix A. It is unknown which POC these results represent,
or how the other POC analysis turned out.

Source of error in Miller Creek runoff files still unknown. Problem could be in either KCRTS or HSPF

runoff files. Materials provided to King County (in two partial "works-in-progress" submittals 10/22
and 10/24) include pond sizing according to HSPF model, excluding NEPL. King County review of
provided materials (in HSPF) will not begin until source of error in runoff files is found in case the
problem is determined to be in HSPF. Parametrix will email most current .wdm and input files to J.
Brascher 10/25. J. Brascher will research source of error 10/25.

Summarized previously. Problem was found with how Airport Fill was handled in HSPF input
files. Lesser discrepancy found and resolved concerning some differences in historical
evaporation records.

10/27 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: King County received and reviewed the materials
provided for Des Moines Creek Basin. The materials were discussed at the 10/24 meeting, and items
were identified to clean up the documentation. King County stated that based on the existing
information in the SDS basins draining to the west branch of Des Moines Creek, the west branch
mitigations are acceptable under King County standards. King County will review the hydrology of
the east branch SASA facility and provide comments 10/30.

Walker Creek Basin pond sizing / HSPF and KCRTS model runs (appendix A) and calibration
documentation (revised Appendix B) have been submitted to King County.

Source of error in Miller Creek runoff files was found 10/25 in the fill parameters of the HSPF model.
Pond sizing and model runs (Appendix A), except for NEPL and SDWlA, will be submitted to King
County 10/27.

10/31 - RESOLVED: King County completed review of Miller Creek and Walker Creek SMP
deliverables, excluding SDWlA and NEPL facilities. The King County reviewer has provided
comments to Ecology and the Port. There may be 2-3 opportunities to downsize facilities. In general,
if the final draft SMP is consistent with the reviewed interim deliverables, then King County is
confident that they can give approval to the SMP following final draft review in late November.

Issue: North Employees Parking Lot (NEPL)

10/2 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: NEPL detention requirements will be re-evaluated based
on the following changes in evaluation technique: 1) effect of new runoff files received from King
County; 2) pre-condition soil parameters will be checked using site-specific soils information from
NEPL design; 3) the NEPL and M6 basins will be combined to determine detention requirements.

1016 -RESOLUTION pENDING REVIEW: Acquisition of site-specific soil information is underway.
This deliverable will be included in the Miller watershed Appendix A package, defined above.

This approach is documented in the Appendices, but not proposed or modeled.

10/20 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Results of research into site-specific soil data and the
proposal to combine the NEPL and M6 basins do not significantly affect re-evaluation of detention
requirements per 1012 meeting. A technical meeting will be held 10/24 to discuss NEPL alternatives
and other remaining SMP action items and deliverables.
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Floyd & Snider Inc. Sea-Tac Airport Third Runway 401 Permit Negotiations I
Modified by King County Reviewer Meeting Notes Summary

10124 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVII_W: Many options to address this subbasin were discussed.
Four options will be presented and discussed at the meeting Friday 10/27.

1. High flow bypass to IWS outfall
2. Infiltration
3. Change of performance standards
4. Water re-use to augment summer Miller Creek flows

Indication is that infiltration would not be appropriate at NEPL. Essentially 1proposal used in
#3 whereby pre-proiect landcover is assumed to have 10% impervious, which essentially
results in a -90% retrofit of the NEPL site. See discussion in Enclosure 2. No additional

action requested.

10/27 - RESOLUTION PENDIN(_ REVIEW: NEPL detention facility was constructed in 1997 based
on the then-current 1990 KC manual requirements with City of SeaTac review. KC manual does
currently vest facilities constructed under past requirements, although this policy is changing. Based
on today's KC manual, if NEPL were to be constructed today by itself, it would require a Level 1
continuous flow model or a Level 2 if there were evidence of downstream erosion. Although this
facility has already been constructed, it is included as a master plan project. Current modeling as a
master plan project, with basin-specific parameters and consistent flow control requirements for all
basins, yields an ever-increasing facility size, unable to be fully drained.

Options for addressing this subbasin that were discussed include:
• Accept existing NEPL facility, understanding that future potential facility alterations could be

determined and required under the NPDES permit. The 401 would be conditioned to require
monitoring at the NEPL vault outlet (concurrent with Miller Creek Detention/Lake Reba) and
monitoringfor downstream erosion. Potential impacts, if found, could be addressed through a
basin plan project or a 402 amendment. This approach would allow recommendations of the
Miller Creek Basin Plan to be taken into account, such as for target stream flow performance
standards.

• Utilize regional soil parameters (rather than basin-specific); would likely result in requirement
for approximately 18 additional ac/ft of storage

• Water re-use to augment summer Miller Creek flows, with appropriate storage volume
• High flow bypass to direct discharge to Puget Sound
• Infiltration (potentially restricted in aquifer protection area)

The Port and Ecology will further discuss options.

While the modelinq presented in the SMP (usinq 10% existing impervious) calls for the
construction of additional storaqe I the SMP proposes to monitor the downstream system to
determine if retrofit is needed. This was not the approach EcoloqylKCR were willinq to
support. The performance goal for SMP is not a "no aqqravation" standard I it is a retrofit
standard beck to stable hydrologic stream condition. There is no baseline monitorinq of
NEPL at 75/15/10 landcover for which to use to compare any future monitoring data.

10/31 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: The Port will check whether or not there is existing data
relative to potential downstream impact of the existing NEPL facility. The 401 could include
requirements for monitoring to determine potential downstream impacts of the existing facility and
require alteration if necessary. King County requests that work for the NEPL facility be done
consistent with basin plan recommendations under development by the Basin Planning Committee.
Ecology will discuss this issue internally and discuss again 11/7.

11/7 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: The Port confirmed that there is no existing data to
determine potential downstream impact of the existing NEPL facility. The Port is evaluating vault
performance and potential past overflow based on maintenance records and visual indications.
Parametrix will model the existing facility and compare the results to observed vault performance.
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Floyd & Snider Inc. Sea-Tac Airport Third Runway 401 Permit Negotiations I
ModifiedbyKing CountyReviewer Meeting Notes Summary

Water runoff data may be available from the construction of NEPL prior to paving that could be used
to develop site-specific parameters for use in the modeling of this basin. Ecology requests that this
work be performed and discussed as the next step on this issue. Ecology is reluctant to require
monitoring of potential downstream impacts and potential subsequent facility alteration under the 401
permit.; those issues are more appropriately addressed in a 402 permit.

Do not recall Ecoloqy supporting the monitoring and see approach. Ecolo.qy did indicate that
if the Basin Plan included construction of a regional facility which provides retrofit stora,qe for
NEPL that Port could request an adjustment to the permit conditions, same as with rest of the
project site.

11/29 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: The Port is developing a draft workplan for performance
monitoring at the existing vault and for downstream effects of the existing facility. Ecology will
provide feedback to the Port about the acceptability of a monitoring approach prior to determining
potential need to retrofit the existing facility. Work regarding revised detention sizing will continue
based on use of site-specific soil and flow data. A site-specific soils report characterizing pre-
construction soil characteristics has been reviewed for use in modeling efforts. Hart Crowser will
provide Ecology, King County and Aquaterra with a copy of this report.

Report supports altering the basin PERLND parameters towards more of a classical Till soil
condition. Indication was that this approach would require an additional 6 acre-feet of storage
over the 14 acre-foot new vault (plus existinq 4 acre-foot vault) that would be required if 10%
existin,q impervious was assumed.

12/8 - RESOLVED: The Port will propose an additional 13.9-ac/ft vault to retrofit the NEPL facility.
This proposal uses the Miller Creek parameters and takes the constructed site back to the target flow
regime (75, 15, 10), consistent with the approach to retrofit other constructed facilities. King County
noted that the downstream regional facility assists with the rationale to retrofit NEPL as a constructed
facility.

This is the modeled approach of SMP. However 1 the text indicates that this will not be
constructed unless monitoring data deems it necessary. Nothinq in this Resolved summary
statement indicates that monitorinq to determine need for retrofit has been agreed to.

Issue: SDW2 does not meet King County requirement for 1979 land use conditions or
better

10/2 - RESOLVED: Detention calculations will be revised using 1.71 acres of impervious surface
(1994 conditions) to set the target flow regime, with the 2006 sub-basin boundary. Associated
clarifying text will be added to the SMP:

The SDW2 basin Mill modeled with more impervious than existed in 1979 and 1994 (HSPF
model uses 3.31 acres of pre-developed Impervious to verify facility performance. This
violates the KCSWDM requirement for predeveloped runoff calculations. Additionally, the
switch from a predominantly outwash soil type to a predominantly till soil type is also a
concern.

The same problem exists with the low flow analysis which used 2006 subbasins with 1994
landcover to define existinq conditions. This approach makes a siqnificant difference in both
flow control facility performance and low flow analysis in the Walker Creek basin.
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Floyd & Snider Inc. Sea-Tac Airport Third Runway 401 Permit Negotiations 1
Modified by King County Reviewer Meeting Notes Summary

Issue: SASA facility model volume estimate vs. proposed storage volume

1012 - RESOLVED: Revised modeling of the SASA area will include the following: 1) 1994
calibration will be used for offsite areas in existing conditions; 2) Onsite areas will be modeled with
future land use and 10-15-75 target flow regime, using proposed flow control facilities; 3) only the
pond sizing that has been selected for construction will be modeled; 4) comparison at the evaluation
point will only address port facilities, not whole watershed retrofit. Note: SASA facility may require
redesign if calculations described below re: off-site flow input do not show compliance with King
County manual requirements.

10131 - RESOLVED: King County has completed review of SASA facility and provided feedback to
Ecology and Parametrix.

Need to provide conceptual desiqn for SASA facility in Appendix O.

An inconsistency in the offsite landcover acreaqe between pre- and post- models for wetlands
(PERLND 54) needs to be resolved.

Issue: Is SASA facility, proposed as an in-stream, non-regional facility, in compliance with King
County manual requirements restricting percentage of off-site flow?

10/2 o RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Calculations will be made to determine compliance with
this requirement. 100-yr off-site peak flows to the facility are required to be less than Y2100-yr onsite
peak flows to the facility - from SASA, SDS-1 and SDE-4.

Does not meet threshold. Justification provided as to why an exception to this criteria should
be approved. KCR supports allowinq of/site flows to flow throuqh the facility. See discussion
in Enclosure 2.

10/6 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Compliance will be demonstrated and presented in the
Des Moines watershed Appendix A package.

10113 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Parametrix requested and received clarification from
King County. Based on this information, Parametrix will provide material to King County and Ecology
on 10/16.

10/20 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Parametrix and King County have developed a proposed
evaluation of SASA facility flows to address compliance of the in-stream facility with King County
Manual requirements. This proposed evaluation will be discussed with Ecology in a King County-
Ecology meeting scheduled for Thursday 10126.

10/24 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: King County is willing to support the proposed evaluation
of SASA facility flows to address compliance of the in-stream facility with King County Manual
requirements. This proposed evaluation will be discussed with Ecology in a King County-Ecology
meeting scheduled for Thursday 10/26.

10127 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: King County received justification documentation for a
waiver of these King County criteria. King County is willing to support the waiver of off-site flow
criteria to leave the facility in-line as long as an evaluation shows cumulative flow conditions at 200th
monitoring station are acceptable. This evaluation should be performed following changes to some
land use values for the watershed, as defined on 10/24.

AR 031376
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Sea-Tac Airport Third Runway 401 Permit Negotiations
Floyd & Snider Inc.
Modifiedby King County Reviewer MeetingNotesSummary

See comments on how Tyee Pond assumptions adversely affect this analysis. By only
including Tyee in the Post-Proiect model 1 a true assessment of changes to the hydrolo.qic
re.qime at S 200" Street cannot be made.

10/31 - RI_SOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: An evaluation of cumulative flow conditions at 200th
monitoring station will be presented and discussed 11/7.

Do not recall seeinq this in 12/00 SMP.

12/8 - RESOLVED: The SMP includes an in-stream detention facility at this location. King County
has reviewed information submitted to date and has concluded the in-stream facility is acceptable, but
requires a waiver of King County off-site flow criteria. King County will review new information and
discuss the waiver proposal with Ecology, concurrent with public comment.

In process,

Issue: SDS-7, SDS3-A, SDS-3, SDS-2, 5, 6 demonstration of feasibly meeting flow control
performance standard.

10/2 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Parametrix will demonstrate feasibility of meeting flow
control performance standard with point of compliance just upstream of NW ponds.

Two POC's identified. Performance results provided for only one. Unable to determine which
one was provided. Need to clearly label which ouffall, and present the other POC results.

10/6 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Parametrix will demonstrate feasibility of meeting flow
control performance standard with point of compliance just upstream of NW ponds. This will be
presented in the Des Moines watershed Appendix A package.

10/31 - RESOLVED: King County has completed review of these facilities and provided feedback to
Ecology and Parametrix.

Issue: New information for Walker Creek calibration

10/2 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Port will evaluate new information regarding a culvert on
Des Moines Way that reportedly drains the large wetland, and determine need for calibration
adjustment and F table revision.

1016 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Calibration document will be reviewed to determine
whether or not the Walker Creek culvert was modeled in the previous SMP draft and already included
in the F tables.

10113 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: King County and consultant Joe Brasher will meet and
perform a field check on 10/16 to support Walker Creek calibration. Results of this work will be
submitted to King County and Ecology on 10/19.

10/20- RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Calibration results provided to King County following site
visit 10/16. Documentation of results (revised Appendix B) is targeted for submittal in the next week
following resolution of Miller Creek HSPF/KCRTS work by J. Brascher.

10/24 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Calibration documentation (revised Appendix B)
prepared by J. Brascher will be transmitted by email to King County 10/25.

AP,031377
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Floyd & Snider Inc. Sea-Tac Airport Third Runway 401 Permit Negotiations I
Modified by King Counw Reviewer Meeting Notes Summary

10/27 - RI_$OLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Walker Crook Basin pond sizing / HSPF and KCRTS
model runs (appendix A) and calibration documentation (revised Appendix B) have been submitted to
King County.

10131- RESOLVED: King County has completed review of the revised Walker Creek calibration
(Appendix B) and provided feedback to Ecology and Parametrix.

Calibration report and low flow report would be better documented if included an evaluation of
the simulatedflows against the gauge records at KC flauqe 42C.

Issue: IWS model input consistency with lagoon expansion proposed in SMP

10/2 - RESOLVED: HSPF modelingwillbe revisedto be consistentwithfacilitiesactuallyplannedfor
constructionin the Des MoinesCreek watershed. This willaddressa current inconsistencybetween
the SMP and HSPF input. Note: there are additionalcommentson IWS modelingthat have not yet
been discussed.

Issue: Is SDE-3 addressed properly?

10/2 - RESOLVED: SDE-3 was determined to be a mapping error.

Issue: IWS - Pump Station overflow modeling

1016- RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW : Check pump station configuration and resultant modeling
of both pumped and overflow conditions. If the pump stations are connected in series, modeling of
overflowconditionsshouldbe confirmed.

10113- RE$OI,UTION PENDING REVIEW: The Port reported that pump station overflows to the
stormwater system are connected in series. The Miller Creek basin model will be rerun based on this
information.

10/27 - RESOLVED:Review of SMP-related IWS issues concluded that they have been resolved.

Issue: IWS - Pump station land use values

10/6 - RESOLVED: Pump stationlandusevalues willbe adjusted.

IWS pump stations in Volume 1 do not match HSPF models for some pumps. There are
acreage discrepanciesI and possible omissions. Volume 1 Table 4-3 shows list of pumps that
potentially overtop to stream. Not all of these pump systems are included modeled.

Queetion reqardinq Table 4-3: Is the service area for South Snowmelt really only 435 square
feet?

Assumedthat all the additional IWS reroutes shown in Table 4-4 direct 100% of runoff (up to at
least 100-year event) to IWS. Not requiring the HSPF modeling of the IWS system.

The IWS system has been shown to not overtop at future storage capacity (76.9 rag) and
processing rate (4 mqd) indicated in the SMP. One overtopping event occurred at a
processinq rate of 3.1 mqd. The basic assumption of the simulation was a linearly increasinq
processinq rate as laqoons 1 and 2 fill. Once water beqan to fill the future laqoon 3 storaqe,
the peak processing rate was maintained continuously until lagoon 3 was empty. This peak
processinq rate (between 3.1 and 4.0 mqd) had to be maintained continuously for extended
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periods (multiple months durin,q some water years) to prevent overtoppinq to stream. At 2.4
m.qd two overtopping events were reported durinq the simulation.

Concern exists about the ability to maintain the indicated processing rate, particularly durinq
storm events, once the IWS outfall is connected to the wastewater system. Preliminary
indications are that capacity problems may exist in the wastewater conveyance system I which
may result in limitations on IWS discharqes durinq peak daily service times1 as well as durinq
storm events. This may significantly reduce the ability of the IWS system to maintain
available storaqe in the IWS lafloons to handle storm flows.

The findings from the IWS Feasibility Study I 2000 was that the laqoons have substantial
excess capacity, which would allow the system to be slowed, or stopped without increased
potential for overtoppinq to stream is not supported by the historical simulation. The issue
should be reassessed once the dischar.qe conditions have been set and approved by King
County-METRO.

Issue: IWS - Pump station routing of water quality design storm

10/6 - RESOLUTION PENPlNG REVIEW: Port will review facility design and confirm that down-
stream pump station will be able to adequately route water quality design storm to IWS. This
evaluation will consider timing of receipt of overflow from upstream pump station. Retrofit or redesign
of pump stations would be necessary if routing is inadequate. Text addressing this issue will be
added to SMP Water Quality section.

10113 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Confirmation of pump station piping configuration
(discussed above in Pump Station Overflow Modeling Issue) will likely resolve this issue.

10/27 - RESOLVED: Review of SMP-related IWS issues concluded that they have been resolved.

Issue: IWS - Lagoon capacities

10/6 - RESOLVED: Port will provide a new F Table that uses the accurate (larger) capacity of 249
ac/ft.

Issue: IWS - Modeling of potential IWS Lagoon overflow

1016 - ACTION ITEMS DEFINED FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION: Modeling completed by Kennedy
Jenks for lagoon expansion will be reviewed to determine whether it was based on a continuous flow
model. If not, the KCRTS model will be run assuming pump stations don't exist (all water flows
directly to lagoons), using continuous flow model with full acreages included. If this effort shows an
overtopping concern, then the HSPF model would be adapted to thoroughly model the lagoon.
Additionally, the existing HSPF input file notes will be cleaned up re: this issue.

10113 - R_OLUTION PENDING REVIEW: The Port will provide to King County and Ecology a
previously completed report by Kennedy Jenks that addresses this issue.

10/20 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Modeling performed by Kennedy-Jenks for lagoon
design has been submitted to King County for review relative to this issue.

10/24 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Kennedy-Jenks material provided to King County
included the discussion of the analysis, not the analysis itself. King County raised questions
regarding a statement in the report about safety of the easterly containment dike and about summer
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overtopping during construction of the Lagoon #3. Parametrix will messenger these questions to the
Port. A Feb 2000 K-J report statement about maximum practical storage volume is inconsistent with
SMP volume. Parametrix will request this report from the Port and evaluate the inconsistency.

Kennedy-Jenks material did not address King County concerns regarding a continuous vs. event
model of the lagoon system. Parametrix will evaluate a continuous flow model either in KCRTS or in
a spreadsheet model and include this material in the SMP. The continuous flow model will look at
discharge limits during storm events over a range of processing rates.

Parametrix will include the following sentence in the SMP text: "IWS sizing assumes no other
diversions."

10127 - RESOLVED: Material from the Kennedy-Jenks report, and additional modeling has resolved
this issue. Modeling concludes lagoon will not overtop with current processing rates. This
independent analysis will be added to the SMP, and does not need to be added in the SMP stream
modeling. A minimum processing rate to prevent overtopping will be defined for reference to IWS
lagoon operation manual. Parametrix will ensure volume used in model is consistent with volume
presented in Feb 2000 Kennedy-Jenks report.

King County conversations with the Port have resolved additional questions that were identified on
10/24 regarding statements made in the Kennedy-Jenks report. Review of other SMP-related IWS
issues concluded that they have been resolved.

Issue: Filter Strip BMPs

10/6 - RI_$OLVED: Issue acknowledged, SMP should reference requirements under the 402 permit.

Issue: IWS Treatment Performance

1016 - ACTION ITEMS DEFINED FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION: Port will check whether influent
data and evaluation is available in Kennedy Jenks material prepared in support of lagoon expansion.

10/13 - RESOLVED: Port reported that influent data and evaluation is available from Kennedy Jenks
material. Parametrix will include language in the SMP addressing this issue.

No lanquaqe found reqarding TSS removal efficiency or influent concentrations which is the
performance qoal of KCSWDM Basic Water Quality Treatment. KCSWOM does not set
performance criteria of Industrial waste treatment systems. This system is requlated by the
Ports industrial wastewater NPDES permit.

Issue: SDN1-OFF

10/6 - RESOLVED: Clarification that all areas within Master Plan projects and existing airport
facilities' footprint are being retrofitted. There is no expectation that undeveloped areas would be

retrofit. I

Issue: SDN-6 Cargo

AR 031380
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1016 - RESOLVED: Parametrix agreed to include a comment line in F tables for this facility and other
basins re: detention pond depth (bottom of live storage to line of riser overflow) for ease of review.
SMP Section 6 will be made consistent with facility size in Appendix A.

There were some discrepancies in the F-Table notes I but F-Tables mostly consistent with
Appendix A so verification was possible. These could be cleaned up, but are not included in
review comments.

Issue: SDW1 B Impacts to Wetland 39B

10/6 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Regarding pond discharge location relative to wetland, if
Ecology wetlands review accepts the proposed design, it is acceptable to King County SMP reviewer.

Revised SDWlB pond hydraulics. The pond now will discharqe detained flows from less
frequent large storm events by directinq the discharqes from the upper orifice on the control
structure to the wetlands. This is somewhat untypical as more often wetlands are recharqed
with more frequent storm events. The HSPF model does not model the wetland recharge as a
separate discharge, so evaluation of volumes, peaksl durations of wetland recharqe are not
possible. Unclear what the mitiqation strateqy is1 or how it was determined to be met without
modelinq the discharge.

Issue: Des Moines Creek Basin Plan consistency

1016 - ACTION ITEMS DEFINED FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION: An action item related to this issue
was defined to compare the impervious area assumptions in the Basin Plan and the SMP to provide
perspective for further discussions.

10113 - RESOLVED: Port and Ecology agreed that the SMP is a stand-alone document that can
receive approval without any reliance on a potential future RDF. If the Port proposes use of the RDF
in the future, review and approval of an amended SMP would be necessary. The 401 Permit may
reference this requirement.

The lan.quaqe used in the SMP to deal with future desiqn refinements needs to be worked out
between Ecoloqy and the Port. The SMP currently does not mention future Ecology review,
approval, or any amendments to SMP. The indication is that facility volumes will be refined to
meet the Port's stormwater manaqement objectives. Ecology may want to require alternate
lanquage that Includes an element of compliance oversiqht.

10/20 - RESOLVED: KingdCounty will provide a comparison of impervious surface assumptions in
the Basin Plan with the 3 Runway SMP impervious surface assumptions. This work is a lower
prioritythan review of SMP deliverables.

Found to be very consistent for STIA storm drainage. The large discreoancv was with the acreages
assumed draining to IWS.

Issue: All items in the 9114 King County Comment Letter not specifically listed above.
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10/6 - RESOLVED: Meeting participants went through the King County Enclosure 2, Specific Review
Comments Volume 1 (dated September 14, 2000) page by page. It was agreed that all comments
have been addressed either directly or indirectly in the SMP Issues described above.

2. FLOW AUGMENTATION FOR DES MOINES CREEK ISSUE

10/10 - Potential 401 condition: No construction of runway pavement or SASA impervious
surfaces would be allowed until a flow augmentation plan with an identified source of water is
approved.

10/10 - RESQLUTION PENDING REVIEW: The Porthas asked Ecologyto considerusingthe Hillis
Rule to prioritizeapprovalof the Port wellor SPU water as the sourceof flow augmentation. Port is
also initiatingsearch for additional water rights in the basin with potential for change in use
applications.Flowaugmentationplan has receivedinitialEcologyreview,andis beingfinalized. Tom
LusterwillcallKeithSmithwithadditionalcomments. The planfocuseson SPU water as the primary
sourcealternativeand the Port well as the secondaryalternative. Suggestionmade byKing County
that Port and Des MoinesBasin Plan Committeeconsidera jointapplicationfor use authorizationof
golfcoursewell. Ecologywillholdadditionalinternaldiscussionsaboutthispotential401 conditionto
determineif it providesreasonableassurance.

10/20 - RESOLVED: Ecologystated that the proposed401 conditionis acceptableand provides
reasonableassurance. "No constructionof runwaypavementor SASA impervioussurfaceswouldbe
alloweduntila flow augmentationplanwithan identifiedsourceof water is approved"(10/10 meeting
notes).

11/29 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: After Ecologycan evaluatethe final Low Stream Flow
tech memo they will make decisions regardingmitigationrequirements. Potentialaugmentation
opportunitiesandapproacheswerediscussed.

12/8 - RESOLVED: Forthe Des MoinesCreek basin, the criticallowstream flow impactevaluation
willaddressconsistencywiththe Des MoinesCreek Basin Plan approachregardingtotalcriticallow
flows,and theeffectthat Portactionsunderthese documentswillhaveontotalstreamlowflows.

Consistency between the Port's 0.08 cfs proposed flow auqmentation rate and the overall
Basin Plan's 0.80 cfs proposed flow auqmentation rate was not discussed. The 0.08 cfs is not
discussed outside of Table 6-3c. Does the construction of the proposed Basin Plan ClP,
alleviate the need for onsite mitiqation.

3. POTENTIAL S. ACCESS ROAD IMPACTS TO TYEE POND ISSUE

10110 - Potential 401 condition: Tyee Pond will be protected in Third Runway project. If a
subsequent project were to propose impact to Tyee Pond, appropriate permitting and
mitigation would be required.

10110- RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Ecologyproposeda bufferaroundTyee Pondand the
East branchof Des MoinesCreek be consideredfor implementationas a RestrictiveCovenant. If a
future projectwere to impactthisbuffer,the permitprocessand mitigationwouldbe required. The
Portwillevaluatethe logisticsof a bufferfor furtherdiscussion.

10113 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: The Port highlightedthat the existingTyee Pond
providesa stormwatermanagementspillcontrolfunction,a functionoverlookedin discussionsat the
10/10 meeting. The Des Moines Creek Basin Plan envisionsTyee Pond's continueduse for spill
containment. The SMP does not propose any change to the use or maintenanceof the pond..
Ecologyand the Portwillconfirmthat the Corps is fullyinformedof the spillcontainmentfunctionto
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factor into decision-making. During evaluation of a potential buffer at Tyee Pond, restrictive covenant
language will be checked re: acknowledgement of the stormwater management spill control function.
The Port is reviewing the feasibility of a lO0-foot buffer around the Tyee Pond.

10/20 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Ecology recognizes ongoing use of Tyee Pond for spill
containment and stormwater management. The Des Moines Creek Basin Plan envisions Tyee
Pond's continued use for spill containment and stormwater management. These uses will not be
considered as new or additional impacts. The Restrictive Covenant will recognize the uses and allow
access for maintenance and potential remediation if a spill were to occur.

Evaluation of a buffer, as discussed in previous meetings, is ongoing.

10/27 - RESOLVED: The Port evaluated the feasibility of a buffer for Tyee Pond and east and west
Des Moines Creek, and provided Ecology with a map of the proposed buffer. Ecology feedback is
requested, although the proposal may be included in the revised NRMP if no feedback is given within
the time allowed. The Port will submit Restrictive Covenant language to Ecology. The Port clarified
that Port is not requesting mitigation credit for the proposed Tyee buffer - it has not been factored

into mitigation ratios_ I
i

10131 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Ecology, Corps, DOT and Port will coordinate review of
restrictive covenant language, to confirm consistency in approach for the DOT project and the Port
401 process.

11/7- RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Discussions between Ecology and DOT are underway
regarding consistency in approach for the DOT project and the Port 401 process re: potential future
impacts of the South Access Road project on Tyee Pond area wetlands. In the 401 process, Ecology
has requested placement of a buffer with restrictive covenant around Tyee Pond, as a mechanism to
confirm that any future projects (including the S. Access Road) that may propose an impact in this
area would have to mitigate. The Port understands that the Corps interpretation of restrictive
covenants is that they may prevent any future actions in the area. Legal research is being performed
regarding the Corps' restrictive covenants. The Port will set up a meeting between Ecology's DOT
liaison, A. Kenny, E. Stockdale/Ecology wetlands consultant, DOT, the Port, and the parties' legal
teams to discuss.

11113- RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: WSDOT received a formal non-concurrence letter from
the Corps because the South Access alternative goes through an area with a proposed Restrictive
Covenant. Efforts to schedule an expedited coordination meeting are underway.

Three questions need answered to move this issue forward:
1. Did Ecology factor avoidance of Tyee Pond into their mitigation decision? The Port did not

factor the Tyee Pond buffer into their formal mitigation credits.
2. Can WSDOT move forward with a preferred alternative assuming that any impact to Tyee

Pond or its buffer can be mitigated?
3. How should avoidance of Tyee Pond be characterized in the NRMP?

11/29 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Ecology would accept removal of language regarding the
restrictive covenant at Tyee Pond from the JARPA application, and clarification in the JARPA
application that Tyee Pond buffers are not part of the mitigation package for master plan projects.
For the 401 permit, Ecology will require a restrictive covenant on the pond and its buffers that will
require mitigation for any future direct or indirect impacts to the pond or buffers. This would not
prevent future impacts, but would require mitigation. The Ecology-WSDOT liaison is comfortable with
this approach. A meeting with the Corps to coordinate this issue is potentially scheduled for 12/6.

Ecology's wetland consultant will need to evaluate the adequacy of the proposed buffer. I
I
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Outside scope of SMP.

4. BORROWSITE#3 HYDROLOGYISSUE

10110o Potential 401 condition: Port would not excavate Borrow Site #3 until Ecology received
and approved a plan addressing potential hydraulic impact on nearby wetlands.

10110- RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Port consultantsfrom Hart Crowser presenteddesign
conceptsfor a potentialswale to be builton the cut slopeto collectand routeseepage to the higher
elevationsof the upper wetland. Volumes dischargedwould be controlledby a weir and lower
wetlandswouldbe maintainedthroughexistinghydraulicmechanisms.Port willprovideEcologyand
Corps with a concept design report and engineeringfeasibilityanalysis for the proposedswale
mitigationmeasure. Ecology will hold additional internal discussionsabout this potential 401
conditionto determineifit providesreasonableassurance.

10/20 - RESOLVED PENDING REVIEW: Port submitted(10/20) proposed mitigationplan as
describedin 10/10 meetingto Ecology. Dave Garlandwill lead Ecology'sreviewof the plan. Port
requestsEcology's review be completedby early Novemberto meet the goal of Ecology/Port issue
resolutionbeforemid-December. If thismitigationplan forwetlandhydrologywereaccepted,the 401
wouldbeconditionedto requireconstructionof mitigationas part of BorrowSite #3 excavation. The
mitigationplan submittalwill be providedto the Corps. The proposed mitigationplan will be
incorporatedintotheWetlandFunctionalAssessment& ImpactAnalysis.

The Port'sexcavationand useof borrowsitesmay requirean NPDES permitundergeneralsand and
gravel.

10131- RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: D. Garland(Ecology)willreviewandwritea memoto file
approximately11/7-11/8. Ecologywillprovidefeedbackto the Port before11/15.

11/29 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: D. Garlandcompletedhis review and has provideda
memo for Ecology's internaluse. Input is needed from an Ecologywetlandexpert. Processesfor
contractingwith a wetlandexpert are underway. Ecologywill not be able to providethe Port with
feedbackon the BorrowSite #3 hydrologyproposalforat least2 weeks.

12/8 - RI_$OLVED: The documentsproducedfor public comment will include the mitigationas
proposed. Ecologyhas selectedShannonandWilsonto providewetlandexpertise. They willreview
the BorrowSite #3 proposalconcurrentwiththe publiccommentperiod.

Not included in SMP.

Hydrologic changes from this and other non-MPU projects believed to not be included in SMP
hydrologic basin modeling (Includinq ASR sitel barrow sitesl south access roadl future NEPL
expansionl etc.). It should be understood that future model conditions refer to the future
conditions of those projects with specific mitiqations identified in the SMP.

AR 031384

5. HPA / 401 ISSUANCERELATIONSHIP

10/10 - Potential 401 condition: Projects will not be constructed without required HPAs.
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10110 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Ecology will confirm with Fisheries what is needed
relative to the SMP / 401 Permit in order to issue the HPAs. Reportedly, Fisheries is prepared to
issue the required HPAs pending completion of the SMP. If HPAs are not acquired before 401 Permit
issuance, proposed HPA conditions would be reflected in the 401 conditions.

10113- RESOLVED: Ecology confirmed with Fisheries that a letter from either King County or
Ecology stating that the SMP document is "approvable" pending public review and a copy of the SMP
is required in order to issue the HPAs.

Probablycould be achieved with erratta-like replacements to the existinq SMP.

ADDITIONALISSUESRAISEDBY ECOLOGYON10110

Issue: Potential wetland impacts of the proposed SR 509 Interchange

10110- RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: The Port has providedthe Corpswiththe reviseddesign
of the SR 509 interchangethatavoidsimpactsto the nearbywetland. KingCountyrequesteda copy
of the reviseddesign,along withany revisedhydrologyreport and changesto the erosioncontrol
plan. The Port will provide a copy of this reportto Ecology and King County. The redesignof
interchangealignmentavoidsdirectwetlandimpact,and does not resultin new informationrelativeto
indirectimpactsto wetlands.

10/27 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: King County received the 509 interchangematerials.
These materials will be reviewed after 11/16 and annotated final comment will be provided to
Ecology,per scheduleandprocessdiscussion(see below).

10/31 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: A. Kenny willfollow-upregardingEcologycommenton
previouslysubmittedimpactanalysisfor the509 temporary interchange.

11113- RESOLVED: This informationwillbe includedinthe revisedNRMP and ImpactAssessment.

Issue: Potential aquitard breaches in Walker Creek basin

10/10 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Earth Tech will review PGG documentationof issue.
Use of a detentionvaultmaynegatethe issuein MillerCreek basin.

10/27 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Hart Crowserwill evaluatethe proposedWalker Creek
detentionfacilityexcavationrelativeto the integrityof the underlyingconfining"aquitard"layer.

10/31 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Hart Crowser and PGG are meetingto discussthis
week. Outcomewillbe presented11/7, ifnot communicatedbeforehand.

11/7 - RESOLVED: Hart Crowserand PGG concur,per email, that excavationfor temporaryPondB
willnotbreachthe aquitard. The Port willevaluateadditionalmitigationmeasuresto reduceseepage
inflow. Detailsand/or notesre: potentialmitigationmeasuresto reduceseepage willbe providedin
the revisedHNTB drawingsincludedas an SMP appendix.

None found in SMP. Groundwater elevation is indicated to be approximately 80 feet below the
pond bottom. Unclear how this relates to the concern over ,qroundwaterseepage or aquatard
breachinq.
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Issue: Runway De-Icing / Dissolved Oxygen Study

10/10 - A(_TION ITI_M$ DEFINED FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION: Ecology will internally discuss
consistency between the 401 and 402 processes, and propose specific language for a 401 condition,
or additional action items relative to this issue.

10/13 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Ecology and Port discussed the timing and potential
phased review of the Runway De-Icing / Dissolved Oxygen Study, as well as its relationship to the
401 permit. The Runway De-Icing / Dissolved Oxygen Study will be submitted to Ecology prior to
final 401 decision. Target date for submittal is early to mid November. Ecology determined that the
following statement characterizes the relationship of this study to the 401" "Ecology and the Port
have agreed that the 401 Permit will be conditioned as necessary to address any water quality
concerns identified in the Runway De-Icing / Dissolved Oxygen Study, while recognizing that the 402
NPDES Permit process will address ongoing monitoring and BMPrequirements".

10131- RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Study submittal to Ecology is expected 11/15.

No KCR review requested.

Issue: Compliance with Kludt settlement

10110- RESOLVED: In the SMP, the Port will documentthat dischargeconditionsfrom the Lake
Reba controlstructureare unchangedpost-project. Additionally,the SMP will documentcompliance
withthe KingCountyManualregardingcontrolof 100-year peak flowfrequenciesinareas of potential
severe flooding.

The Lake Reba outfall is not presented as a downstream point of compliance. The l O0-year
peak flow performance standard addressed.

Issue: Contaminated soilstockpile facility

10110- RESOLVED: Ecologyasked aboutthe Decant/ChemicalAccumulationArea describedin a
recently-submittedSWPPP and how those projectelements fit in withthe fill beingbroughtto the
airfield. The Port stated that these facilitieswere constructedto handle demolitionmaterial being
removedfromthe airfieldandthatthe facilitiesare notpartof the expansionproject.

No comment.

Issue: Structural feasibility of proposed big vaults

10110- RESOLVED: The Port will provide documentationregardingstructuralfeasibilityof vault
construction.

10/27 - RESOLVED: Port submittedmaterialsto Ecologyand KingCounty regardingthe structural
feasibilityof bigvaults.

Above ground vaults (e.g.1SDN7) should have a structural feasibility analysis also. Reviewer
did not identify this as issue in previous review comments. However, the SMP does not
identify or discuss this atypical proposal at all. The only reference found in SMP is statement
that vaults are "normally" underground facilities. A square edged above ground vault is
expected to have special structural design considerations. Dam safety guidelines may also
apply, however WAC 173-175-020(6) indicates "These regulations do not apply to concreteor
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steel water storaqe tanks". This would indicate this structure is exempt, provided the

definition of water is not limited to potable water Supply.

Maintenance feasibility of this and other non-standard vaults should be assessed.

• How will maintenance be performed on the 20-foot tall above qround vault? Will access be
from the top as is typical for vaults, or are special side access doors proposed. If top, how
will access be achieved? If side access doors I does this now triqqer dam safety
requirements, and what if access is needed while vault has water in it (e.cl., DIuclqed
orifice)?

• Only two vaults are within the KCSWOM limitation of 20 foot maximum depth to invert
measured from the .qroundsurface (SDS3 vault depth shown ran.qinqfrom 35 to 40 feet
below final qrade). This desiqn criteria is primarily for maintenance consideration. Since
these vaults are to be maintained by the Port, an exception to this requirement could be
supported, if deemed feasible.

Issue: If NEPA changes are required by Corps or FAA, then SEPA must be revised and
adopted for 401 approval

10/10 - RESOLVED: The Port acknowledgedthe statement and suggestedno NEPA changes are
required.

NATURAL RESOURCES MITIGATION PLAN

10/10 - ACTION ITEMS DEFINED FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION: The final application to
Ecology for the 401 permit will include four documents: Stormwater Master Plan (SMP),
Wetland Functional Assessment & Impact Analysis, Wildlife Hazard Plan, and Natural Resource
Mitigation Plan (NRMP). It is acknowledged by both the Port and Ecology that following
resolution of SMP technical issues, the NRMP and Wetland Functional Assessment & Impact
Analysis must be reviewed and revised as necessary to ensure consistency with the SMP.

At the 10/10 meeting, Ecology provided a memo authored by Erik Stockdale (NRMP Ecology
reviewer) that lists issues related to the NRMP requiring resolution. A cursory review by the
Port identified the need to review the list directly with Mr. Stockdale to determine whether
previous Port submittals have adequately addressed many of the issues included on the list,
and to clarify any remaining issues. Ecology will request Mr. Stockdale's attendance at the
10/13 meeting, at which issues related to the NRMP can be reviewed, and an agreed to list of
remaining issues developed. Tom Luster will call Jim Kelley to provide several other wetland-
related issues for the Port's review and response.

Prior to the 10/13 meeting, Parametrix will review the list of issues submitted by Ecology,
identify documents already submitted to Ecology that may address the issues, and add any
further issues to the list that warrant discussion with the Ecology reviewer. Ecology participants
at the 10/10 meeting additionally raised the following issues (that may already be on the
Stockdale list) to be included in an NRMP issues discussion:

1. SDW1B potential impacts to Wetland 39B (included in SMP issues)
2. Potential indirect impacts to Wetlands 18 and 37
3. Potential wetland impacts from Lagoon #3 expansion
4. Cumulative wetland impacts at the south end of airport
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Ecology requested an independent consultant be engaged to assist Ecology with the review and
tracking resolution of the NRMP, similar to the assistance that King County provides to review
the SMP.

gin,q County is available for limited support of the wetlands review of wetlands
hydrologic conditions.

10/13 - Issues discussed (below) include items documented by Edk Stockdale in an Ecology
Internal Memo dated October 9, 2000, and additional items identified by T. Luster. In summary,
it was determined that technical issues related to the NRMP have been negotiated and resolved
previously between the Port and Ecology. It was agreed that a revised NRMP will be developed
that will: 1) update all information to be consistent with technical decisions that have been
made; 2) include material prepared in response to public comments; 3) confirm consistency
with the SMP; 4) add additional detail to drawings as requested below. It was determined that
the Port could proceed with development of the revised NRMP, to be completed mid-November.
Ecology final review of the NRMP can proceed concurrent with public comment.

Issue: NRMP consistency with the SMP

10113 - RESOLVED: Once the SMP is finalized, the NRMP will be revised if necessary to be
consistent. Detentionpondsizingand/or depthscould potentiallybe changed duringcompletionof
the SMP. NRMP review followingSMP completionmust confirmthat ponds stillfit within impact
footprints. Port will ensure that documentssubmittedto Ecology and the Corps are consistent.
Ecology will coordinate with the Corps regarding technical consistencywithin and among all
documentsproducedfor publiccomment,includingthe SMP and NRMP.

Issue: Maintenance of wetland hydrology (e.g. 18, 37, 39B)

10113- RESOLVED: Parametrixwillclarifyin the NRMP and inthe Wetland FunctionalAssessment
& ImpactAnalysis(impactassessment)howthe seepage swale at the baseof the embankmentwill
be routedand dischargedmaintainwetlandhydrology.ExistingSMP and NRMP figuresshowingthe
swalewillbeclarifiedand notesadded. Drawingsusedinmultipledeliverablesshouldbe consistent.

Issue: NRMP Incorporation of previously submitted technical responses to previously identified
issues

10/13 - RESQLUTIQN PENDING REVIEW: Parametrixhas previouslyprovidedtechnicalinformation
to Ecology respondingto commentsreceived from A. Azous, however,the Port has not received
feedbackfrom Ecologyon thosematerials. Parametrixrequesteda briefmeetingwithE. Stockdaleto
discussthe responseto commentsdocumentsbefore that material is incorporatedintothe NRMP
revision. Ecologywill confirmwhethersuch a meeting is necessary. However, all agreedthat the
Port may incorporatethatmaterialintothe NRMP. ImplementationAddendawillalsobe incorporated
intothe revisedNRMP.

10/27 - RESOLVED: Ecology reported that previouslysubmitted technical responsesshouldbe
incorporatedintothe NRMP withoutfurtherinternalreview.

Issue: S. Access Road/Tyee Pond Impacts

10113- RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: This issuerelatesto the SouthAccessRoad/Tyee Pond
issuediscussedinitiallyat 10/10 meeting. AnyTyee Pond/eastDes MoinesCreekbufferdescribedin
a restrictive covenant will be added to the NRMP (drawing C-2 from Appendix C to the
ImplementationAddenda). Ecologyproposeda 100' bufferfor Tyee Pond/eastDes MoinesCreek.
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The Port will re-evaluate the buffer proposal on Tyee Pond and the East and West Branches of Des
Moines Creek and report back to Ecology. Material regarding South Access Road realignment and
temporary interchange indirect impacts will be updated in the revised NRMP.

Editor's Note'. Additional discussions regarding the S. Access Road / Tyee Pond relationship are
captured in these notes under Main Issue #3 "Potential S. Access Road Impacts to Tyee Pond"
(above). The issue as described under the Natural Resources Mitigation Plan is RESOLVED.

Issue: Vacca Farm floodplain habitat design elements

10/13 - RESOLVED: Parametrix will show more specificityin drawings, text and notes relative to
microtopography,woodplacement,etc. to provideassurancesto Ecologythat morecomplexhabitat
structurewillbe addedinthe floodplain.

Issue: Stormwater pond cross sections

10113 - RESOLVED: Parametrix will provide cross section drawings of all open ponds adjacent to
wetlands that will include elements such as pond, drainage channels, buffer, wetland, creek, and
groundwater table elevation. The ponds, drainage channels, creeks, etc. relative to the buffer
mitigation will be shown in the NRMP. Evaluation of the cross sections, groundwater issues, etc. for
potential indirectwetland impactswillbe providedin the wetlandassessmentreport.

Issue: Performance standards

10/13 - RESOLVED: Parametrixwill add a table and/or text in the revisedNRMP to describe the
performancestandardsusedfor particularwetlands. Ecologywillcheck withthe Corpsregardingthe
ability of the performance standardsto be measured in the field. Port will help to make this
communicationhappen.

Issue: Documentation of indirect impacts

10113- RESOLVED: The revisedwetlandimpactassessmentwillincludemoretechnicalinformation
and documentationregardingindirectimpactsto wetlands. This informationis largelycontained in
lettersrespondingto commentsprovidedby A. Azous.The revisedwetlandimpactassessmentwill
also address stormwaterponds,borrowarea 3, wetland 39b, and SR-509 temporary interchange
issues.

Issue: Wetland delineation west of Miller Creek

10/13 - RESOLVED: The wetlandswest of MillerCreek have been delineated,will be describedin
the Wetland DelineationReportand accountedfor in the revisedNRMP. The Wetland Delineation
Report willbe a part of the re-noticefor publiccomment. These wetlandshave not yet been verified
by the Corps,and wetlandenhancementcreditsare not currentlyincorporatedin the documents. If
the Corps verifies these wetlandsprior to public notice, mitigationcredits will be calculated for
wetlandswithinthe MillerCreek bufferandincludedinthe revisedNRMP.

11107- RESOLVED: Corpsdelineationof wetlandswest of MillerCreek is partiallycompleteas of
thisdate. The Corpswillcompletethe delineationof the remainingtwoareas 11/8.

Issue: Documentation of Miller Creek buffer

10113- RESOLVED: ParametrixwillclarifyMap C-3 of AppendixD relativeto temporaryconstruction
lineand buffer. This sheetwillbe revisedto indicatethe locationof the MillerCreek Bufferrelativeto
thetemporaryconstructionimpactsandthe stormwatermanagementfeatures.
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Issue: Fencing and signage for buffers / mitigation areas

10113- RESOLVED: Revised NRMP will identify fencing and signage for long-term protection of
buffers/mitigation areas from public access (i.e. Auburn mitigation site). Port will review placing
fencing and/or signage around protected mitigation areas within secured airport property to prevent
encroachment by construction and maintenance activities. Restrictive covenants should address
potential need for revised fencing/signage requirements based on future land use.

Issue: Restrictive Covenant language for Auburn mitigation site

10113- RESOLVED: Ecology will check with their Attorneys about Restrictive Covenant language
regarding long-term wetland mitigation use of the Auburn site to be certain that the language restricts
use for stormwater management by others, consistent with King County and Ecology manuals.

Issue: Buffer planting in area of potential RDF

10113- RESOLVED: NRMP drawings will be revised to eliminate planting exclusion zone for a
potential future RDF. This area will be planted by the Port before the end of 2004. Sheet C-2 of
Appendix C will be revised to show buffer plantings.

Issue: Wetland impact analysis of IWS lagoon expansion

10113- RESOLVED: Assessment of direct/indirect wetland impacts from IWS lagoon expansion will
be included in the revised Wetland Functional Assessment & Impact Analysis. This was provided to
Ecology in a Memo from Jim Kelley on 915100. The IWS lagoon expansion is not a Stormwater
Master Plan project, but is "reasonably foreseeable".

Issue: Source of irrigation water for mitigation areas

10113 - RESOLVED: Text explaining the source of irrigation water for mitigation areas will be
included in the revised NRMP. The sources included will be from existing providers.

Issue: Mitigation Fund

10113- RESOLVED: The revised NRMP will reflect the Port's commitment to a $150K mitigation fund
for the Des Moines and Miller Creek watersheds. The sunset clause will be modified to provide for
the identification of projects by 2002. Permitting and implementation may occur after that date.

NPDES MAJOR MODIFICATION ISSUE

10113- RESOLVED: The NPDES majormodificationapplicationprocess underwayis not relatedto
the 401 permit process. Notificationand potentialpublichearingdecisionswill be coordinatedwith
Ecologyif necessary.

10/20 - RESOLVED: 401 permit issuanceis not conditionalon the major modificationto the 402
permit proposedfor the 509 interchange. The 401 permitwouldaddressmitigationfor stormwater
and potentialwetland impact. The 402 permit would apply to dischargefrom facilitiesto Walker
Creek.

10131- RESOLVED: Ecologydesiresto notconfusepublicnoticefor the NPDES MajorModification
withpublicnoticefor the 401. Therefore,the proposedscheduleis as follows:

Firstweek of January2001: PublicNoticefor MajorModificationand30-day noticeof hearing
Mid-February2001: Closeof publiccommentperiod
First2 weeksof March2001: Finalmodificationand responseto commentsissued
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11113- RESOLVED: The NPDES Major Modification schedule for public comment and hearing
cannot be expedited due to Ecology staffing constraints. If the 401 public notice schedule becomes
overlapped with the major modification schedule, the schedule goal would be to space the public
hearings at least one week apart.

11129- RESOLVED: Current targets for the 401 public hearing and the Major Modification public
hearing are consistent with previously established goals for a separation of at least one week.

ADDITIONALISSUESRAISEDBY ECOLOGYON10/20

Issue: Timing of Corps public notice

10/20 - RESOLVED: Ecology's401 schedulewillassumepublicnoticeinearly December,per 10/10
notes. Port to clarifywithCorpsthe relationshipof publicnoticerelativeto a BiologicalOpinion.

Issue: Temporary construction staging area under construction within SASA footprint

10120 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: The Port prepared a SWPPP and submitted a
constructionmonitoringplan to Ecologyin Januaryfor this30-acre temporaryfacilitywell withinthe
SMP 80-acre SASA project impervioussurface footprint. As a temporary facility, it is outside the
jurisdictionof the Corps. Detentionfacilityhas been designedto exceed requirementsof KingCounty
manual. Port and Ecology will check whether the facility is meeting King County "high traffic"
stormwatermanagement requirements,related to NPDES compliancein SWPPP. The Port will
providea copyof the SWPPP to Ecology. Ecologywilldiscusswith KingCountythe requirementsfor
temporaryconstruction(TESC) activitiesdefined in the SMP.

10131- RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: The Port providedEcologywith informationthat the
facilitydoes not qualify as a high traffic area. The facility is meeting Ecology and King County
stormwatermanagement requirementsfor temporary facilities under the facility's 402 permit and
SWPPP.

The facilityhasbeen constructedin anarea subjectto the 401 permit. Becausethe facilityhas added
impervioussurface withinthe future SASA area, Ecologyhas raised a concernregardingpotential
linkageto 401 requirementsre: potential base flow impacts. This issue will be discussedagain on
11/7, followingupdateon Des Moinescreek base flowevaluation.

11/7 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: The Portwill submit informationto Ecologyregardingthe
operationof the stagingarea's stormwatermanagementsystem.

12/8 - RESOLVED: This facilitycomplieswithstormwater managementrequirementsfor temporary
facilities. The change in the proposed approachfor flow augmentationalso supports this issue's
resolution.Additionalinformationregardingthe facility'soperationwas providedto Ecology.

Issue: Water Quality BMPs: 4011402 interface

10/20 - RESOLVED: Continued improvementsfor water quality BMPs for new and existingoutfalls
willbe determinedand managedunderthe 402 permit,notthe 401. The 401 permitsetsthe baseline
for BMP requirements. Monitoringof effectivenessand any necessary improvementsof treatment
BMPs for newand existingoutfallswillbe conductedunder402.

Issue: Lagoon #3 potential direct impacts

10/20 - RESOLVED: Indirectimpactsfromthe Lagoon#3 expansionare underevaluation. There are
no directimpactsfromLagoon#3 expansion. Ecologywillconfirmthiswiththe Corpsand/orthrough
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review of Eric Stockdale's list of issues. The fate and transport of contamination in the area of Lagoon
#3 is not an issue of concern for the 401; it is managed under the 402.

Issue: Additional wetlands at the Auburn Site

10/20 - RESOLVED: The winter 1997 Corps wetland delineation has been used as the basis of
mitigation plans at the Auburn site. During this 1997 delineation, the Corps observed other wet spots,
assumed to not be wetlands due to above-average rains and non-wetland soils, and did not take
jurisdiction of these wet spots. Groundwater monitoring since 1996 has shown that some areas have
a high groundwater table of long duration.

An August 2000 Corps review of 1999 data suggested a re-delineation of wetlands in these additional
areas of high groundwater. 1999-2000 winter is characterized as a "normal" rainfall year. A
September 2000 site visit showed wetland soils and some wetland vegetation. A wetland delineation
has just been performed, and the Corps will verify (scheduled for 11/8). Current delineation shows 14
acres of additional wetlands located mostly on the western portion of the site. Therefore, 14 acres of
"restoration" credit will move to "enhancement" credit, resulting in a 7-acre drop in total mitigation
credits achieved at the Auburn site. Based on this information, there are 2.1-acres of wetland created
at Auburn for each acre of wetland filled for 3m Runway construction. This change is still within the
environmental mitigation ratio objective of 2:1.

Excavation, grading and planting plans will be revised based on this new information. All documents
will be revised accordingly. New mapping and a table were provided to Ecology for preliminary
review.

11107 - RESOLVED: Corps has not been able to schedule wetland delineation for the Auburn site
due to staff availability. Efforts to schedule the delineation are underway.

11113 - RESQI, VED: The Corps wetland delineation is now scheduled for 11/30, 12/1.

Issue: 401 relationship with Agreed Order/Governor's Certification for MTCA groundwater study

10/20 - RESOLVED: Changes in the way the Agreed Order is implemented or in the scope of the
Agreed Order will not affect issuance of the 401. Master Plan actions would not preclude any
potential Ecology action related to the Agreed Order.

Issue: Potentially contaminated properties in the South Runway Protection Zone

10/20 - RESOLVED: The properties in question are being acquired for the runway protection zone
and will be assessed and remediated as necessary associated with Port acquisition. They will not be
buried under runway fill - runway construction will not impact their ability to be remediated. The FAA
requires no construction in this area other than runway support facilities such as light lanes.

Issue: Soil Quality at Borrow Sites

10/20 - RESOLVED: Soil excavated from borrow sites must meet embankment fill criteria for use in

3'd Runway embankments. No further obligation needed in 401 permit.

Issue: Potential confirmation of groundwater quality within the embankment

10/20 - A(_TIQN ITEMS DEFINED FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION: Ecology requested that the Port
identify methodologies that could be used to confirm post-construction quality of groundwater within
the embankment. Port will evaluate for further discussion.
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11/7 - RESOLVED: Ecology has discussed potential sampling options with the Port, and is pursuing
further consideration of this matter internally.

Issue: Construction stormwater management

10/20 - RESOLVED: Ecologyand the Port willclarify scopeand reportingfor thirdparty oversight
and constructioncrew trainingrequirementsthat is already requiredin the Sea-Tac 402. The 401
shouldreiterateimportanceofthese402 requirements.

Issue: Clean Air and CZM

10/20 - RESOLVED: Ecologywill re-confirmwith internalstaff that there are no new issuesto be
addressedregardingair compliance.

Issue: Compatibility of potential RDF and Tyee mitigation

10/20 - RESOLVED: Mitigationproposedat Tyee Golf Coursewould not be adversely affected by a
potentialfutureRDF.

ADDITIONAL SMP ISSUES IDENTIFIED ON 10/27

Issue: SDWIA facility sizing

10/27 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: SDWlA, Oneof 4 proposedMillerCreekfacilities,is in a
subbasinconsistingof a largeportionof fill. This is causingpondsizingdifficultiessimilarto NEPL -
ever-increasingfacilitysize, unable to be fully drained. Parametrixwill priorltize evaluation of
infiltrationor water reuse to address problem. If infiltrationincludespumping,pump maintenance
would need to be addressed. A water reuse option would need to address qualityof stored and
releasedwater. If lowpermeabilityor highgroundwaterunderliesoutwashsoils,these soilsmay be
modeledas till,whichmaychangethepondsizingrequirements.

10/31 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Proposedfacilitysizingapproachwillbe presentedand
discussed11/7.

11/7 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: Work is underwayregardingfacilitysizingapproachesfor
thisbasin. Due to the level of workeffort, the revisedSMP will not be completedby the previously
targeteddate of 11/16/00.

11/29 - RESOLUTION PENDING REVIEW: The use of infiltrationin additionto detentionis being
considered for SDWIA and SDWIB. Infiltrationevaluations have been conducted based on
requirementsof the KingCounty manual. Portconsultantshave demonstratedconceptualfeasibility
of infiltrationto meet HSPF detentionsizing goals. This informationwill be includedin the revised
SMP. Soils and backupcalculationswill be providedto King County and Ecology for review and
discussionprior to SMP issuance. Additionaltesting will be required along the alignmentof the
proposedinfiltrationfacilitiesto completedesignfollowingissuanceofthe SMP.

12/8 - RESOLVED: The proposedinfiltrationsystem for SDWIA and SDW1B was presented,and
will be included in documents released for public comment. King County requested that the
designersmake surerainfallis not double-countedinthe modeling,and maintenanceof the pumped
systemis addressed.

Low flow analysis and stormwater analysis contributions to summer low-flows are summed.
The lowflow embankment analysis assumes almost all rainfall on perviousand impervious
surfaces will be absorbed by the embankment. The stormwater model assumes much of the
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same water is qoing to low-flows throuqh pervious surfaces, infiltration facilities I and
retention vaults. Either the embankment is aoinq to take all the stormwater I or the
infiltration/detention/retention storaqes will I or somethinq in between. Assuminq both will
hal)Den and essentially al)l)lvinq double the recorded rainfall (after evapotranspiration)
violates the rule of mass balance. The results of these multiple runs would represent the
anticipated range of hydrologic contribution to the stream (low-flow, high-flow, etc.). They
should not be summed (unless divided by two).

SMP does not indicate which discharqes related to this incorporation of infiltration will require
pumping. Several discharqes which appear to be gravity drained are being modeled similar to
pumped water (i.e., constant discharqe rather than head variable). KCSWDM discouraqes the
use of pump, especially where gravity drain is possible.

Infiltration appears feasible at SDWlA and SDWlB. Modelinq and conceptual desiqns should
be consistent. Conceptual desiqns for the infiltration facilities should be provided.

Issue: SMP Clarification regarding water quality BMPs

10/27 - RESOLVED: Parametrix will clarify in the SMP text that proposed SMP facilities would not
prevent implementation of Ecology's new Storm Water Manual (January 2001) water quality BMPs
through the Port's NPDES permit.

Not sure statement is adequate for Ecology's needs. The language, "...would not necessarily
preclude.." is not a very strong statement of feasibility.
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